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LEGAL AID FOR LAW FIRMS

Why should any law firm be sentenced to long

hours of paperwork? With a Commodore computer,

you can spend all of your time doing what you do

best: law.

Come in for a trial demonstration of our CBM com

puter and here's just some of what you'll witness.

You'll see a computer that can store thousands of

pieces of information about all of your clients. What

you're doing for them and how much they owe you.

You'll see how our computer can print out customized

statements, billing analyses and more. Fact is, our

computer can do just about anything a law firm needs

except practice law.

So if you're part of a law firm that can use some legal

aid in your paperwork department, do yourself justice

and try a Commodore CBM computer. It's that simple.

our case. CTcommodope
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QsA
Q. How do I delete and re-use records

from a random file for systems using

BASIC 3.0.

B. Stewart, W. Baraboo, Wisconsin

A. The command for deleting files

from a disk in 3.0 BASIC is:

SCRATCH DR.fn

Where Dr is the drive number and fn is

the file name. So, if for example you

wanted to delete a file called "junk"

on drive number 1, you would type

the following:

10 OPEN 15, 8, 15

20 PRINT#15, "SCRATCH1.JUNK"

30 CLOSE 15

You can abbreviate SCRATCH in line

20toS, e.g., SIJUNK"

Q. I just recently purchased a second

hand CBM 2001-32K (BASIC 3.0J

and an 8050 dual drive. What I got

on an as-is basis was the processor

and drives but no manuals or DEMO

disks. So far, Tin as pleased as punch

with the system. However, right now

I am using the new Osborne PET users

manual, plus I purchased a 2040

manual. Are there any others that

would be good to run out and buy?

B. Heckler, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

A. First, it would be wise to upgrade

your machine to 4.0 ROMS (for a

nominal charge), which will give you

disk commands that greatly facilitate

your disk operations and also keep

you current with the latest software

being developed on Commodore

machines. You may also want to get

a copy of the disk manual which

should have been supplied with your

machine when it was new. The utility

disk (or demo disk as it is called} is

not essential for normal disk opera

tions with the 8050 unit. However, it

HOTLINE

does have a few nice utilities such as

changing device numbers, etc. To

order this material, contact your

nearest dealer or call the Commodore

Hotline at 1-800-523-5622 and we will

direct you to the nearest dealer. The

Osborne book (second edition, with

the white cover) will provide you

with all the commands you need in

both 3.0 and 4.0 ROM versions. It

is a good supplement to the user

manuals and-could be used in place of

them if you cannot get copies of the

manuals supplied with your unit.

The Osborne book should be available

at a local bookstore.

Q. My 32K Business Computer

serial no. 0810622 with Board no.

135015721 will not function pro

perly with Visicalc ROM in UD3

socket. The screen is filled with ran

dom characters with no keyboard con

trol. There is a factory installed

jumper and an open printed current

path between UD2 and UD3 (see

illustration). What should be done

to the board to enable UD3 for

Visicalc ROM.

M. Evans, Northbrook, Illinois

A. Cut the new jumper and re-solder

the old jumper so that the original

configuration is restored (see illustra

tion). This should enable you to use

UD3for Visicalc.

Cutlhlsjumpe

UD2

— Soder Ihis broken path

Z. commodore INTERFACE



IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON.

Everyone expected it would happen

sooner or later.. .with WordPro PLUS"

it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced

word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro

PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other lop quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

JULY, 1981

New. low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you

would expect to pay. This technology

allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032

Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM

8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With

WordPro PLUS, documents are dis

played on the computer's screen. Edit

ing and last minute revisions are simple

and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred

words per minute!

Z. commodore

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future...

Invest in WordPro PLUS...

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road

Needham, MA 02194

(617)444-5224

TELEX: 95 1579



SOF-TEC
ANNOUNCES IT'S NEW

REAL ESTATE

SOFTWARE

Q The ultimate in User Flexibility!

U Control in sensitivity analysis, Financing

Terms (Any Combination), Investor

Orientation. Use your own identifiers for

P income and expense categories,

property titles, addresses, etc. Measure

R before and after-tax benefits, both for

Future and Present Value Estimates.

For any property.

■

Required PET/CBM 32K (specify Disk or Cassette,

with or without printer)

NOW: $49.95(Add 4% in Georgia}

N
ORDER NOW

OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE:

Real Estate:

Other:

Subdivision Analysis

FHA221-d{4) Analysis

ELLWOOD Tables

Retail/Banking Market

Share Analysis

Merchandise Line Purchasing

Power Analysis for Geo

graphical Area

Demographical Data any Area

ORDER NOW!!

- $49.95

- $19.95

- $14.95

-5149.95

-(Call)

-(Call)

SOF-TEC • 1043 First Ave., Columbus, Ga 31901

(404)327-1221

Editor's Notes

Each issue of COMMODORE INTERFACE contains

numerous accounts of people using Commodore equipment

in unique and ingenious ways.

Yet, while Commodore products are fun and easy to use for

most of us, there exists a large segment of our population

(almost 36 million) for whom the possibility of using

a computer is remote - the handicapped.

With the great strides being made in technology, specifically

with microcomputers. Commodore feels it is vital to

develop and maintain programs that will enable millions

of handicapped Americans to keep pace with our compu

terized society.

In order to become independent and self-sufficient, dis

abled persons must be given the opportunity to use their

skills and abilities to the fullest. And. that includes working

with computers.

Possessing a knowledge of computers can and should have a

profound impact on a handicapped person's ability to live

and work where he or she rightfully belongs — in the

mainstream of society.

Therefore, beginning with the September issue. Commo

dore will add a new section to COMMODORE INTER

FACE, devoted to hardware and software products that

help handicapped persons to easily use Commodore equip

ment.

If you have any information regarding products being used

or special work being performed with Commodore equip

ment, please write and tell us about it. Send all information

to:

Editor

Commodore Interface

68 1 Moore Road

King of Prussia. PA 19406

Editor

K commodore INTERFACE



COMMODORE NEWS

Attention Subscribers

We have received many letters re

questing clarification o\' the status

of subscriptions now that we have

changed from the monthly Commo

dore PET Users Club Newsletter to

the Commodore Interface bi-monthly.

Those of you who subscribed before

the publication of the February 1981

issue of the Commodore Interface

are in our records as a 12 issue sub

scription. Anyone who subscribed

after that issue was published is in

our records as a six issue per year

subscription.

The mailing label on each issue will

tell you how many issues you have

"to go" before your subscription

expires. You will also be sent a re

newal notice before the mailing of

the last issue of your subscription.

The only back issues which are avail

able are Volume 1 Issues 1. 2. 3, 4, &.

5 (a double issue), 8, 9, and 10 of the

Newsletter; and the February. May

and July issues of the Commodore

Interface. Due to the irregularity with

which the Newsletter was published

and the variety of requests for specific

issues, we have assigned a value of

S 15.00 for six back issues, with the

ability to credit your record for

future issues if you request more or

less than six. For example: you could

send S30.00 and get the 10 available

back issues and a credit for two future

issues, or send 530.00 and get issues

8, 9, 10, February, May and July and a

credit for six issues for the next year

of (he Commodore Interface.

1 hope this has clarified the situation

for everyone. If you have any ques

tions or problems with your sub

scription; if you have missed receiving

any issues; or if your mailing label is

incorrect, please feel free to contact

me. Thank you.

Patty Hesser

Circulation Manager, Commodore In

terface

JULY, 1981

Welcome Aboard!

Congratulations to the following groups, who have joined the lengthening ranks of

dealers selling Commodore computer products. . .

Sequential Systems. Inc.

Hartselle.AL 35640

205-689-4999

B. G. Systems

Anchorage. AK 99502

907-276-2986

Butler-Pacific

Rockland, CA 95677

916-823-8288

Computer Ideas. Inc.

Vallejo. CA 94590

717-552-5076

Computeis & Computing Solutions

San Jose. CA 95131

408-298-2934

DuWayne Industries

Pleasant Hill, CA 95423

415-932-4373

Fairfield Computer Center

Fairiiuld.CA 94533

707-429-0147

General Microcomputer Systems

San Francisco, CA 94104

415-692-5600

Inlomax

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

41B-935-5153

Integral Biomedical

Sacramento, CA 95825

916-920-1377

Professional Business Systems

St. Helena, CA 94574

707-9634279

Rav Morgan Company

Chico. CA 95926

916-343-6065

The Computer Place

San Jose. CA 95125

408-448-3208

3E Software & Systems

Harvard. CA 94542

415-537-3637

Western Microtechnology, Inc.

Cupertino, CA 95014

408-725-1660

Insurance Data, Inc.

Boulder, CO 80303

303-449-9382

MicroAge Computer Store

Aurora, CO 80014

303-696-6950

Zero Page

Matniou Springs. CO 80829

303-685-1418

GuiMilland Wholesalers

Washington, DC 20001

202-338-6272

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

Atlanta. GA 30307

800-6211900

Great Bend Office Supply

Great Bend, KS 67530

316-793-8479

Home Port Computers

Waterville, ME 04901

207-873-2192

Maine Computronics

Bangor. ME 04401

207-947-0738

X commodore

Potomac Business Equipment

Hagenstnwn, MD 21740

301-582-0598

Computer Place

Kaiespell, MT 59901

406-755-1323

Computer Town, Inc.

Salem, NH 03079

603-893-8812

Echo Consulting Services

Conway. NH 03818

603-447 5455

Computer Marketing Systems

Cherry Hill. NJ 08002

609-765-9480

Biumenthal's

Olean.NY 14760

716-372-4008

Semi-Specialists of America

Farmingdale, NY 11735

516-293-2710

Ingle & Pike, Inc.

Tulsa,OK 74177

918-492-1553

Ace-Tecti Computers

Bandon, OR 97411

503-347-9448

Bond Office Equipment

Ontario, OR 97914

503-889-9536

F & M French & Son

Albany. OR 97321

503-926-8855

Better Business Machines

Cornwell Heights, PA 19020

215-637-7603

H & L Electronics

Bensalem, PA 19020

215-568-8363

Superior Supply Co., Inc.

Chattanooga, TN 37401

615-266-0725

Audio Visual Services, Inc.

Houston, TX 77004

713-659-1111

Bell, Penn. Roberts

San Antonio. TX 78216

512-826-7138

ETC Services

McKmney.TX 75069

214-542-4570

Financial Services Marketing

Dallas, TX 75230

214-739-1100

Microcomputer Shoppe

Carpus Chnsti. TX 7831 1

512-855-4516

Indian Tree Enterprises

Woodstock, VT 05091

802-457-3879

Southern Electronics

Roanoke. VA 24002

703-342-7164

Total Office Concepts

Walla Walla, WA 99362

509-525-5600

K. C. S. Inc.

Cheyenne, WY 82001

307-632-9913



COMMODORE NEWS

TRW To Service
Commodore

Microcomputers

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.,

and TRW Inc.'s Customer Service

Division have announced a five-year,

$ 10-million agreement under which

TRW will service and maintain Com

modore microcomputers through out

the United States.

Service of Commodore equipment,

both on-site and at walk-in depots,

will begin in September when the,first

group of technicians at TRW service

centers will have completed training

on Commodore hardware. Currently,

TRW has more than 2,000 skilled

technicians at some 220 locations

providing service to over 80,000

customers.

Commodore products to be serviced

under the agreement include the

CBM 8032, the PET 4000 series

central processor with 8040 universal

logic board, 4040 and 8050 disk

drives, 4022 matrix printer, and

8010 communications modem.

As part of the agreement, TRW will

have a substantial inventory of spares,

consumable parts, and specially de

signed testing equipment, as well as

trained personnel.

Both Commodore and TRW emphasize

that nothing in the agreement pre

cludes dealers, distributors, or custom

ers from performing their own main

tenance service or obtaining service

from other suppliers.■

Commodore Launches the 3200 Series
Electronic Cash Register

Commodore Business Machines has

introduced a family of innovative

point of sale terminals that have

revolutionized the cash register market.

With these products, cash registers

have reached a new level of sophisti

cation, flexibility, and cost-efficiency.

The computerized cash registers can be

incorporated into various applications

such as food stores, general merchan

dise, fast food, bar and restaurants,

and other specialized areas.

These versatile point of sale terminals

offer retailers complete up-to-the-

minute sales and financial information;

improve and speed customer through

put; establish cashier responsibility,

measure productivity; and ensure

strict control over transactions at all

times.

Each system includes a 6502-based

CBM microcomputer with built-in nine

inch CRT display; 32K user RAM;

receipt and detail printer; cash drawer;

and optional disk storage unit.

Numerous programmable software,

operation, and tendering features are

also standard with the systems.

Now, with business computers and

cash registers, the Commodore pro

duct line provides a total system —

from point of sale to the back office.

For additional information on the

point of sale terminals, write to

Commodore Business Machines, 4350

Beltwood Parkway South, Dallas,

Texas 75234, or call 800-527-0734.

In Texas, call 800-442-5 106. ■

£ commodore INTERFACE



COMMODORE NEWS

NCC

The National Computer Conference

is the largest computer show held in

the United States. An annual event,

it attracts exhibitors and participants

from around the world. This year, over

70,000 people gathered at McCormick

Place in Chicago, trecking over lh mil

lion square feet to view the newest and

most innovative computer products.

Seminars on just about every compu

ter application imaginable were also

conducted throughout the four-day

NCC run.

For Commodore, NCC provided the

stage to announce more new hardware

products than at any other time in

the company's history, as well as

highlighting current products and

applications.

Mr. Irving Gould, Commodore's Chair

man of the Board capped off the first

day of NCC with a press conference

that highlighted new products and

gave an insight into the direction

Commodore is headed.

These products included the "Super

PET", 8250 - 2M Byte Dual Disk

Drive, and the 2031 Single Disk Drive.

The SuperPET expands the standard

Commodore 8032, adding 64K bytes

additional RAM, five language inter

preters (BASIC, FORTRAN, Pascal,

APL and COBOL), plus built-in

standard RS-232 communications.

Users who want to start exploring the

added capability a disk unit brings to

the PET/CBM will find the 2031

single disk drive the ideal solution. The

2031 stores up to 170K bytes on a

single 5J&" diskette, and incorporates

a built-in IEEE-488 interface. This

unit offers all the intelligent functions

of its dual drive 4040 cousin.

On the high end, the Commodore

8250 dual drive unit offers an un

precedented 2.1 million bytes of on

line storage. It, too, offers intelligent

features such as: automatic diskette

initialization, automatic directory

search, relative record files, sequential

file manipulation and improved error

recovery.

Mr. Gould explained that with the in

troduction of these new products,

Commodore places itself as one of the

few manufacturers that offers such a

varied and complete microcomputer

line.

In addition to the new and current

hardware and software products at the

Commodore booth, a special promo

tion to win a VIC-20 computer also

attracted tremendous interest.

Visitors were given an integrated cir

cuit "chip." If their particular chip

worked when placed in a CBM com

puter that was setup in the booth,

they won a VIC-20. In all, 12 VICs

were won.

With all that goes on during NCC, it's

impossible to see everything even with

four days. However, it was obvious

that people took the time to stop by

the Commodore booth. In all about

10,000 gathered literature, tried to

win VICs and got hands-on experience

with the latest equipment. ■

PET Cake

Describing our low-cost versatile PET

computer normally requires terms

such as ROM, BASIC interpreter,

green phosphor screen, RAM, parallel

port, cassette ports, etc.

But have you ever seen a PET com

puter that contains "ingredients" such

as: eight pounds of white frosting,

fudge filling, eight white cake mixes,

candy bars, and dyed, uncooked alpha

bet macaroni.

This unique PET was not manu

factured for business, educational, or

scientific applications. Rather, it was

made to be eaten.

The PET cake was created by Sarah Jo

Gilpin-Bishop and her husband Frank

Bishop to mark the third anniversary

of their computer group. By the way,

it should be noted that consumption

of the PET cake was total.

We've always said PET Computers are

easy to use. This just proves they're a

piece of cake! ■

JULY, 1981 t commodore



BUTTERFIELD ON COMMODORE

What Hardware Do I Have?
By Jim Butterfield

Jim Butterfield, a highly recognized expert on Commodore

hardware and software, has been involved in the micro

computing field since 1966.

In the past, users could often tell their PET/CBM machines

apart by the size and shape of the keyboard, or by the

message that was displayed when power was turned on.

That doesn't work too well any more. New keyboards can

be filted to old machines, new ROM sets can be plugged in.

and even the green screen/white screen isn't much of a

hint any more.

Although I'm not a hardware man. 1 often get calls from

users who want to know about some aspect of their ma

chine. I try to establish which machine they are talking

about. Commodore may have a much more official check

list for their hardware configurations, but here's the set I

use. Perhaps readers can suggest other differences that

are worthwhile knowing.

The first two items are pretty obvious. I low many columns

on the screen SO or 40 - and what type of keyboard.

I'm not concerned with tiny versus full-si/.cd keyboards.

Rather, is it a simple graphics keyboard or a full-scale

business ASCII layout? The easy way is to look at the top

row, above the alphabetic letters. The ASCII keyboard

features numbers along the top row. while the graphics

keyboard contains just symbols.

Next, does your PET have original architecture or the

more recent layout? The tipoff here is the connector

on the righlhand side of your machine. If you see an edge-

connector (a connector with copper "fingers" extending

from the board inside)you have the original machine board.

On the other hand, if you can see a series of upright pins

when you peer through the right hand slot, you have a

more recent board. Another way of telling the same thing

is to type POKE 59409, 52. If the screen goes blank when

you press RETURN, you have a unit with original architec

ture. Another characteristic of the early machines is ap-

~ commodore INTERFACE



parent when FOR J=l TO J000: POKE 32768.0: NEXT J,

which causes a lot of "snow" on the screen for a few

moments. Newer machines don't have this problem.

The next thing to test is the screen writing speed. Clear

the screen, and on the top line or two type:

TIS="000000":FOR J=l TO 600:PRINT "A";:NEXT J:

PRINT Tl$ and press return. You'll get a lot of letter A's

across the screen, followed by a number. If the number is

000002 or less, you have a fast screen machine. If it's

larger, you have a slower screen unit. Don't worry — the

speed difference is only seen when writing characters to

the screen, and you can't read that fast, anyway.

There are other hardware differences that you'll find in

various PET/CBM machines, but the above are the ones I

ask for most often. Technical tyros will be glad to add to

the list. What kind of RAM is fitted? How are the ROM-

sockets decoded? . . .and so on.

Many other differences that we notice between machines

seem to be hardware, but they're really software. It's quite

surprising how different logic can make the machine appear

physically different.

Some people claim that cosmetics made a great deal of

difference to a computer's usefulness. I suppose it's part

of your state of mind. I've seen PETs with racing stripes

and others with pink polka-dots. If the owners feel that

they can write better programs that way, good. I'm think

ing of painting one of mine puce-colored in the hopes

that it will keep the cat away.

What Software Do I Have?

There are (at time of writing) three general styles of

PET/CBM software ROMs. ROM stands for Read Only

Memory — their programs are set at the factory and cannot

be changed. That's OK — few of us have the talent and/or

ambition to change the internal workings of our PET/CBM

system, and even if we did we'd lose one of the great

advantages of the home computer, the ability to exchange

programs with others. The ROM programs, being pre

written and burned in, are there the moment we turn the

power on.

I call the three generations of Basic: Original, Upgrade, and

4.0. The first two generations had confusing number sys

tems. Some Commodore divisions called Original ROM sets

Basic 1.0. while others called them Level 2 Basic. When

the Upgrade system arrived, the numbers changed to

Basic 2.0 and Level 3 so as to make the confusion one

hundred percent. By the time 4.0 Basic came along every

body synchronized, and the machine printed BASIC 4.0

to end the problem once and for all.

Within each Basic version, there are small differences to

accommodate variations in the hardware. The Business or

ASCII keyboard - the one with numbers across the top

row — needs to be scanned in a different way than the

graphics keyboard. And 80 column screens must be worked

in a style that differs from the 40 column display. These

differences are reflected by changing one ROM out of the

set to allow for the configuration desired. The other ROMs

in the set are the same regardless o\' hardware.

The first Basic came as part of the Original ROM set. It had

a lot of limitations. You couldn't put more than 256 items

into an array; you couldn't do a successful ILEE-488 input;

you had no machine language monitor; and tape data files

had potential problems. Most users breathed a sigh oi' relief

when the newer Upgrade system became available.

If you have Original ROM Basic, your PET will power up

with the message: 'COMMODORE BASIC* The

asterisks are the signal that you have the original system.

If you iiave this early Basic, it's worthwhile thinking about

moving up by obtaining a replacement ROM set. You'll

get technical benefits. More important, you'll be joining

the mainstream of PET/CBM users and be better equipped

to exchange ideas and programs.

Upgrade ROM solves the above limitations. Users with

Upgrade ROM will see ### COMMODORE BASIC ###

when they turn the power on. Whether you call those

symbols pound signs, number symbols or hash marks they

clearly flag Upgrade ROM.

Users with original hardware can refit their machines to

Upgrade ROM, but they will have trouble in taking the next

step to 4.0. It's not just that they are missing the ROM

socketing to plug everything in. They would also find that

screen "noise" would start to give trouble. Basic 4.0 doesn't

politely wait for the screen to be ready before delivering

new information. . .characters are slapped in at full speed.

Newer machines won't see any problem, but the original

boards may end up with a screen that looks like a snow

storm.

The newest Basic so far is 4.0 and it's easy to spot. The

screen announces the number. The changes here are useful,

but not essential. You get new commands for disk, such as

DLOAD, CATALOG and SCRATCH. You get somewhat

better file handling, and that great time-waster, garbage

collection, has been speeded up so that it is no longer

annoying. In many respects, the 4.0 improvements are

largely cosmetic. They support ease of use rather than

eliminating road blocks.

There's great compatibility between the various versions of

Basic, especially between Upgrade and 4.0 ROMs. Each

user tends to exploit the features he is given, however, so

that programs on a more recent model may not be able to

time-travel back to earlier versions. Still, they are all PETs.

They all Iiave that style. ■
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The information solution

To Your Office Productivity Bottleneck!

Professional Solutions!

For the attorney, consultant, engineer,

architect, and other professionals... a

Time Management/Client Billing System

with these advanced features:

• Timekeeping and Disbursement Ac

counting - to keep track of time and

expenses by client and matter.

• Client Billing - to print computerized

bills on professional billheads.

• Accounts Receivable - to provide

Aged Receivables reports for im

proved "cash flow" control.

Business solutions!

For the small to medium size business...

a comprehensive Management Account

ing System with these modules:

Sales Order Entry

Inventory Management

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Payroll

General Ledger

Now ... turn your commodore

computer into a powerful business

system with lnfo-2001™ software

Applications.

lnfo-2001™ Software Applications are designed
by expert consultants to meet the needs of

the professional practitioner and businessman.

All systems have been thoroughly field-tested

at many business sites to insure complete

functionality.

The "parameter-driven" design allows you to

customize the system to conform to the

specific practices of your office. You get the

best of both worlds—a "field-proven" pack

aged system (at off-the-shelf prices) with the

"flexibility" to meet your specific needs.

All software includes an instructional!)/ de

signed Operator's Manual, functional input

forms, and training by your authorized dealer

using a computer-simulation model.

For a demonstration of these "Information

Solutions" see your local authorized

Commodore dealer today!

InfoS
INFORMATION SOLUTIONS USING MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

info-Designs, tnc. • P.O. Box 5340 • W. Bloomfield, Michigan • (313) 582-9090
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Dow Jones Portfolio Management System

Any inventor who seriously follows the progress of the

stock market knows the importance of spotting trends,

summarizing data, identifying opportunities, and projecting

growth. Part of the investor's success depends on the

ability to quickly access current pricing and financial

information. Of course this information, no matter how

valuable, becomes useless unless it is efficiently maintained.

Frequently, losses or gains depend upon an accurate port

folio.

The Dow Jones Portfolio Management System (PMS),

which was created by Micro Business Systems. Inc.. pro

vides the serious private or professional investor with the

means to keep that portfolio current. PMS allows immedi

ate access to pricing and financial information. In addition,

the system satisfies the need for maintaining a person's

portfolio of securities.

One or more security portfolio's accounting information

JULY, 1981 t commodore 11
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can be maintained, and the system can access up-to-date

prices and financial information, which is only available

through the Dow Jones News Retrieval Service.

PMS allows maintenance of stock portfolios, automatic

valuation oi positions in the portfolio, retrieval of current

and historical quotes, and displaying/printing of news

stories.

The Portfolio Management System operates with the

Commodore 8032 or 4032 Computer; a Commodore

8050 or 4040 Dual Disk Drive; the Commodore 4022

Tractor Printer, or Mannesmann Tally 8042 Printer, and

most suitably interfaced ASCII printers. A TNW Auto

Dialer Modem is also required to automatically access the

Dow Jones Data base.

Ease of Use

PMS is menu-driven, which makes the system easy to

operate even for the first-time user. Menu driven means that

the system is designed to guide the user through a particular

task. For example. PMS provides a Master Menu, which

allows you to easily choose the function you wish to per

form. After making a selection from the Master Menu

the user is automatically guided through the task selected.

The following functions are listed on the Master Menu:

1. Transactions

2. Data Retrieval

3. Portfolio Valuation

4. Reports

5. Portfolio Maintenance

6. System Setup

7. Utilities

Each of these functions can be easily selected by keying in

the corresponding number from the Master Menu. A sig

nificant feature of PMS is the accessibility it offers for even

the busiest executive.

Yet while information is available in an instant with PMS.

more important is the timeliness and accuracy of the data

provided by the system. In fact. 90 seconds after a news

story breaks, it is in the database ready to be accessed.

A further convenience is selectivity. PMS quickly retrieves

only the information you request. Even if you have been

unable to keep up with the news for several weeks, you can

quickly scan the headlines and choose only the stories you

feel are relevant.

News Retrieval

With PMS you can display or print news stories as old as

90 days and as recent as 90 seconds. This is the same infor

mation Dow Jones continually gathers for the Wall Street

Journal, Barron's, and the Dow Jones News Service. This

data is available for over 6,000 stocks and selected news

categories in the Dow Jones Data Base.

When you want to see the news for a particular stock, you

enter the stock symbol. The system then retrieves and dis

plays headlines for stories relating to that particular stock.

A two-letter code is located to the left of each headline.

This story identifier code is used to identify the specific

news article you wish to review. You have the option of

viewing a news story on the screen display or, if you have

a printer, generating a printed copy.

Quotes and Profiles

PMS provides price information for common and preferred

stocks, warrants, listed bonds and stock options. The stock

prices are the composite of four U.S. exchanges: New York,

American. Pacific, and Midwest. In addition, Historical

Quotes are maintained on a daily basis for the previous

24 days and on a monthly basis for the past 24 months.

These quotes are available for common and preferred

stocks and warrants, and for all New York Stock Exchange.

American Stock Exchange, and over-the-counter traded

companies.

Historical quotes can be displayed or printed in graphic

form, providing a visual perspective of a particular se

curity's activity.
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Portfolio Management

The portfolio management function of PMS accomodates

buys, sells, short sells, and buys to cover short sell trans

actions. Security information is added, changed, or deleted.

PMS accumulates (he data on a year-to-day basis, providing

and accurate audit trail. This information is available in
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report format. Other available reports contain information

on current position, cash transactions, and current value

of your portfolio. A screen report is also available for re

viewing unrealized gains and losses.

PMS provides you with an automatic and efficient cash

control system, which reflects an up-to-date cash balance

including realized gains and losses. The system also accom

modates cash contributions and withdraws. And for tax

purposes there is a report for all completed transactions.

Media General Financial Services

In addition to the standard Dow Jones package, PMS also

provides access to Medial General Financial Services. Media

General provides information such as revenues, earnings

dividends, price earnings ratios, and stock price perfor

mance relative to market indicators on 32,000 companies.

Media General also offers composite information on 180

industries in groups such as natural resources, industrial

products, consumer durables, transportation, and utilities.

Instant access is provided for reviewing five-year growth

rates of earnings and dividends. Other information in

cludes five-year highs and lows for stock prices and price

earning ratios for each company and industry in the data

base.

Who can Use the System

While PMS is an obvious asset for stock brokers and in

vestors, it can be used effectively by portfolio managers

BID/CLOSED 25 3/4
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LOW
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30 3/8
31 1/4
31 3/4

38 5/8
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69 1/2
69 1/2
69
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+ 1/2
99
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PRSNT WORTH

4B25
126033
183643.

SHORT TERM -22394.2-18 0
LONG TERM 0 -8414.75 35169

623 1200
27582 47940
19157.2 S31@6

and IRA account managers as well. PMS is also a valuable

educational tool. For example, schools that offer courses

in financial management could reap the benefits of the

same system used by professional and private investors.

PMS would also be a welcome addition to investment clubs.

Availability

The Dow Jones Portfolio Management System is available

now from any authorized Commodore dealer. The retail

price of the package is S149.95. Purchasing PMS may be

one of the smartest investments you'll ever make.

SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS Microphys Programs SCIENCES EDUCATION

Microphys is pleased lo introduce its series of exciting word games designed for use in both ^recreational and educational selling.

Wheol-ot-Fortune Word Games: Players try to fill in missing letteers in a randomly chosen title or phrase and earn points according lo the graphic display on a spinning
wheel-of-fortune. The scores tor each of 2 to 4 players are recorded. 1000 points being required to win the game. These games are intended for use on a Commodore
PET'CBM with a minimum of 8K storage. The word games presently available are:

PC375 Song Titles
PC376 Famous Places

PC377 Entertainers
PC378 Statesmen

PC379 Scientists

PC380Spcrts Figures
Each o! Ihese programs
retails for $15.

Anagram Word Games: Players try to decipher randomly-generated large-type anagrams Points arc awarded lor correct solutions and clues may be displayed when dif
ficulty is encountered A player tries lo interpret as many anagrams as possible within the allotted time which is also displayed on the computer screen

Match play may be established since the computer may be directed to generate the same sequence of anagrams for two or more players The time interval may also be ad
justed in order to compensate for age or intelligence differences.

The Anagram Programs are available in five "level-of-difficulty" categories. The clues provided in the school and college categories are generally definitive in nature. Tfius.

vocabulary, reading, and spelling skills are reinforced by these programs. Many ot the words used are found in Ihe Microphys vocabulary and spelling series lor the

corresponding grade levels. Each program is recorded on a C-10 cassette and is accompanied by simple descriptive instructions. Each program retails (or S15.

PC340 Anagrams I Recreational 1

PC341 Anagrams II Recreational 2

PC342 Anagrams III College 1
PC343 Anagrams IV College 2

PC344 Anagrams V High School 1

PC345 Anagrams VI High School 2
PC346 Anagrams VII Junior High 1

PC347 Anagrams VIII Junior High 2

PC348 Anagrams IX Elementary 1

Note: These proqrams require a

Commodore PETJCBM with a
minimum 8K storage.

All programs are available from your local Commodore dealer or they may be obtained directly from Microphys. Educators are encouraged to write for our tree software

catalog which describes over 180 programs for use in Chemistry, Physics, Calculus, Mathematics, Vocabulary, and Spelling classes on both the high school and college

levels.

Microphys Programs • 2048 Ford Street • Brooklyn, New York 11229 • (212) 646-0140
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Commodore's Porlfolio Management System

• Uses a scrolling system to enable the positioning of text

on the screen.

• Provides historic quotes, bolh daily and monthly.

• Provides the ability to graph.

• Enables user to see 1 - 5 quotes at a lime.

• Has short-positioning capability.

• Options/bond prices kept in portfolio positions.

• 357c more data on screen (than Apple); therefore PMS

uses screen space more efficiently.

• Combines functionality of Apple's systems from 2 disks

to 1 disk.

Continuous Dynamic data retrieval (never uoases

retrieval of data even while user reads).

Terminal mode - prints whatever appears on screen or

prints entire story.

Apple

• Erases screen after a "page" is complete.

• Does not provide any daily or monthly quotes.

• No ability to graph is provided.

• Enables user to review only 1 quote at a time.

• lias no short-positioning capability.

• No option/bond prices kept in portfolio positions.

• 35'c less data on screen.

Less functionality on more disk space (2 instead of 1}

causing awkward and time consuming disk removal and

replacement.

Static data retrieval - (only retrieves one "page" of data
at a lime).

Can only print per story, not selections of story or what

is up on the screen at the time.
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PET Controls the Purse Strings

Thcodor of California is one of the

leading manufacturers of handbags in

the United States. They distribute

coast-to-coast, employ about 200 pro

duction people, and are engaged in

manufacturing a product which has

a high labor content, yields a low

profit margin and is seriously threat

ened by To reign competition. Their

business is labor intensive with sub

stantial seasonal fluctuations, and

constant trend changes. They are

engaged in a fiercely competitive

business in which new methods for

containing and lowering costs must

be adopted If the business is to sur

vive. 11 was in ils search for greater
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efficiency lhat Theudor hired the

management consulting firm ofViclor

Ardon & Associates.

Victor Ardon & Associates specialize

in helping clients, usually manufact

uring plains, reduce costs and im

prove efficiency. Ardon has found

(hat the use of microcomputers is one

of the most cost-effective tools avail

able in helping their clients. Over the

last few years Ardon has installed

PET computers at a number of sites.

In 1978 Ardon installed the first

PET computer al Theodor of Cali

fornia to help that company estimate

the cosi of manufacturing a particular

t commodore

style of bag they were considering.

Since that time Ardon has incorporat

ed two more PET computers into

Theodor one to create tickets, used

in their incentive program, and one to

manage the warehousing of the bags

they produce.

Costing

Producing handbag styles thai sell

involves keeping pace with the whims

of the fashion world. New styles are

brought into the line at least fout

times a year. Producing profitable

handbag styles involves creating bags

that are attractive and fashionable

enough to sell while keeping the

manufacturing costs down. Although

there may be no more than 30 bag

styles in any one line, it may be

necessary to cost out 100 styles before

putting a line into production. Cost

ing, the art of estimating all the manu

facturing costs of an item before it

is produced, involves determining both

material and labor expenditures. Tradi

tionally, this is done by sitting down

and producing a copy of the item.

The first step in determining material

cost of a particular bag is collecting

and inputting the unit material cost

(e.g., price per yard of fabric or clasp

prices). With the PET computer, in

formation about both material and

labor costs need not be entered for

every costing since once entered it

remains stored in the system's memory

and can be periodically adjusted using

an inflation factor. The computer

asks for the dimensions of each piece

that will be used, adds an appropriate

scrap factor, makes any appropriate

adjustments, and then goes on to

calculate each component's cost. When

all material costs are in, the computer

arrives at several sub-totals, giving a

breakdown for each type of material

as well as a total for all material costs.

Labor is calculated differently. A list

of all the possible operalions necessary

to produce any type of bag and the

time each operation requires is main

tained on disk. In order to determine

15
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"ideal" labor cost the computer loads

this sta'ndard data file into its memory,

selects the operations which apply to

a given style, and adds up these figures.

This ideal figure is then factored by an

effective performance rating of any

given department to obtain a realistic

reflection of anticipated actual labor

costs. If the style is totally new, a

"learning curve factor" can also be

added.

The computer can also add any extra

ordinary costs, such as overhead and

indirect Sabor. Ardon estimates that

this costing method is four times as

fast as the previously used manual

system. The present costing system is

so much more efficient than the old

system, that many more samples are

actually being costed out. When costs

are a little high for a given item the

design can be easily modified on paper

until the right combination is found.

Tickets and Incentives

The Tiieodor plant is run on an incen

tive system. Workers get paid accord

ing to the amount of work they do. In

the past, as an operator finished each

procedure he would record this fact

in his daily production log. Collecting,

tabulating, and verifying all the logs

produced each day by 200 multi

lingual operators caused a great deal

of confusion. The three clerks respon

sible for collecting this information

were always swamped as were the

work supervisors, who were called

upon whenever there was a disagree

ment between worker and clerk. Much

of this confusion was eliminated by

installing a ticket system. This involves

providing the worker with a record

(in the form of a paper ticket) of each

task at the time the task is completed.

These tickets, which provide a clear

record of each day's production, can

be kept by the worker as clear proof

of his or her daily effort. The tickets

can be turned in at the end of the day.

and then easily counted to determine

the day's pay.

Conventional ticket systems used by

most garment manufacturers involve

the use of special ticket machines, and

16

special ticket stock. Tiieodor uses a

PET. disk drive, and printer in the

place of the conventional equipment.

Over 4,000 tickets arc printed each

day. No special ticket is required be

cause tickets are printed on the same

mailing label sheets commonly used

for addressing. Each ticket carries all

the identification information for the

operation and for the bag style. Also,

the ticket contains information re

garding the time alloted to the job and

the amount of pieces per hour ex

pected for the operation. These tickets

travel with the work. Upon comple

tion of the job, an operator peels off

the label and pastes it on a structured

ticket sheet (also produced by the

computer) bearing the name of the

operator, which acts as the operator's

reporting form.

The data from the ticket sheet is

manually entered into the computer

at the end of the day. The calculations,

to arrive at botli the percent perfor

mance for each operator, as well as

the earned time, are performed auto

matically by the computer. Each

individual's daily performance is

printed and posted in the plant.

Warehouse

Theodor uses its third PET to manage

its warehouse. With the aid of their

PET, Theodor has increased its manu

facturing production to such an

extent that they began to run out of

warehouse space. Initially, they con

sidered building another warehouse,

but this was an expensive proposition.

A close examination of the warehouse

revealed thai a great deal of space was

wasted through inefficient allocation.

Each style of bag was allocated enough

space to hold a full stock o\' that

particular bag. At any one time, few of

these storage areas were completely

full. By allowing the PET to allocate

space as needed rather than allocating

the maximum space for each style,

the problem of half-filled storage space

was solved. No longer are specific areas

permanently allocated to particular

styles. Instead, any bin of any rack can

take any style of any color. This is

possible because when a load is

t commodore

brought from the factory, the com

puter directs the loader where to put

the load. The PET keeps track of

where each load is placed, as well as

which areas remain open, and directs

placement so that all the bins of one

particular style are located as close as

possible. When it comes time to pick

up an order, the computer directs the

operator to the closest bay containing

the quantity of bags of the particular

style desired. In addition, since the

PET keeps track of what came in and

what went out, the machine always

maintains an accurate, up-to-date

inventory. The user can get a hard

copy of the inventory any time he

wants.

Estimating costs, reporting time. and

allocating inventory space - all these

tasks are being handled more efficient

ly with the aid of PET computers.

Victor Ardon & Associates believes

that PET computers cannot only

improve efficiency, but reduce costs

as well. Theodor of California is solid

proof of that belief. ■

Just can't get the

answer to your questions

on Commodore Equipment/

Applications? ? ?

Write: HOTLINE

c/o Commodore Interface

681 Moore Rd.

King of Prussia, PA 19406
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In the fast paced micro-computer industry, new products

are developed at an incredible rate — sometimes too quickly

for even the most informed computer person. To do our

pan in keeping our users abreast of Commodore-related

product developments, INTERFACE will introduce a new

feature in the next issue of the magazine (September).

The sole purpose of the feature will be to announce NEW

hardware and software developments. This will be a great

opportunity to stimulate user awareness, while taking

advantage of free publicity. Please remember that only

new product developments will be accepted. If you have

a new product that you would like to share with Com

modore users, send the information to: New Products,

c/o Editor, Commodore INTERFACE, 681 Moore Road,

King of Prussia, PA 19406.

PIE-C

PET/CBM* IEEE-488

TO PARALLEL PRINTERS

By LemData Products

P.I.E.-C MEANS—Professional design, Indispensible features, Excellent quality and Cost effectiveness. You

can't buy a better parallel interface for your PET/CBM.

Our P.l.E.-C will interface your PET/CBM through the IEEE-488 bus to

the NEC Spinwriter, the C. Itoh Starwriter, printers by Centronics, Epson, Anadex, Escon Products, the

Paper Tigers by IDS, the MIPLOT by Watanabe, the DIP printers, the AJ-841, the OKIDATA printers, plus

ALL OTHER parallel ASCII printers.

Assembled with custom case, CBM-TO-ASCN code converter and appropriate cable, the P.I.E.-C is only

$119.95 ( + $5 S&H). Md. Res. +5% tax. Specify printer and CBM models.

LemData Products, P.O. Box 1080, Columbia, Md. 21044 Phone (301) 730-3257

*PET/CBM are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines
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SuperPET

In the May edition of COMMODORE INTERFACE, a new

product called the Micro-Mainframe was announced.

Although the product is still very much a reality, the name

has been changed to SuperPET. Yet, regardless of its name

SuperPET is still a computer with mainframe features at

a micro price.

Since the product was announced, we have been flooded

with enthusiastic inquiries about the SuperPET and its

capabilities. Consequently, we have created a list of the

most important questions and answers concerning the

SuperPET. After reading this list you should have a clearer

understanding of Commodore's latest product addition.

SuperPET QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. J ust what is this new Commodore product?

The SuperPET is based on the standard 8032 Commodore

Business Machine. Incorporating all of the 8032 standard

features, this product includes a second integral pro

cessor. The add-on processor is a pseudo 16-bit 6809

based system with 36Kb ROM, 96Kb user RAM, and

2Kb screen RAM (134Kb total) that supports all CBM

peripherals except the C2N cassette recorder. An RS232-C

communication facility supports speeds up to 9600 baud.

2. With two processors, do both run simultaneously?

No. The system in its current configuration can operate

only one processor at a time.

3. How does processor selection take place?

Processor selection is determined at power-up by a switch

selection.

4. Can the 8032 use the additional memory?

The 6502 processor (the 8032) can address the additional

64Kb RAM. In addition, the 6502 can utilize the RS232-C

communication facility. These facilities are available to the

machine language programmer. Nevertheless, CBM BASIC

will still show 31 743 bytes free.

5. Does the 6809 processor use the additional memory?

Yes, the 6809 processor utilizes the additional memory.

6. How does an 8-bit processor address 96Kb RAM when

it can only physically address 64K of addresses?

Both the 6502 and the 6809 are basically 8-bit processors.

Both processors can address the lower 32Kb RAM and

its own ROM. The additional memory is allocated on a

"bank switching" scheme. The additional memory (64Kb

to 134Kb) is mapped into memory in 4Kb "banks". This

switching is under operating system control and is trans

parent to the end-user.

7. Why didn't Commodore just expand the memory of

the 6502?

There are several reasons. By including the second processor

(6809) Commodore provides a later generation processor

with a more powerful instruction set. It gives the machine

language programmer multiple base pages, better stack

management, and 16-bit instructions. The 6809 is also

compatible to the existing 6502 hardware and peripheral

chips. Remember, all current and future 8032 software

will run on the expanded product unmodified. Modifica

tion will, of course, be necessary to take advantage of the

expanded memory available.
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8. Which disk drive is required for the SuperPET product?

Any current Commodore dual-disk drive will work. How

ever, the larger capacity drive (8050) is recommended be

cause of language and application storage requirements.

9. Which printers will interface with the SuperPET?

All CBM printers will work. The printers utilize the

IEEE-488 interface available on the 8032. Your application

or particular environment dictates the required printer.

10. Since Commodore has used the IEEE-488 interface in

the past, why has the RS232-C been interfaced?

One of the developers' requirements in using this product

was communication to the large-scale mainframe. The pro

duct was used as a front-end processor and a device to pass

executable program files between the host and tliis pro

duct. It is also possible to use this product as a dumb

terminal. By software creation, terminal emulation is

possible.

11. Who developed this truly unique microcomputer

system?

The hardware implementation of the product was com

pleted by BMB Compuscience and the software was

developed by Waterloo Computing Systems, Limited.

Both companies are located in Canada.

12. Exactly why was the SuperPET developed?

The University of Waterloo needed to unburden its large

mainframe from a crunch of high volume users. There were

no existing products that would be cost effective. By

developing programs on a microcomputer and having the

compatibility of running the same program on a suitably

configured host mainframe, many of their educational

problems could be solved.

13. What can I do with this product?

This product allows the generation, testing, editing, de

bugging, and execution of program source files in the

interpretive mode. These files may be executed locally

or transmitted and executed on a mainframe system uti

lizing the same language interpreters. Files are stored in

true ASCII format for communication and compatibility

with host systems.

14. What software packages are available for the Super

PET?

The software packages included with the product consist

of interpreters for various languages, an editor, an operat

ing system (supervisor) and an assembly language develop

ment system. The languages are portable and are particular

ly suited to microcomputers, but identical versions are

available on medium and large scale systems. Thus a user

is not limited by the capacity of the micro; the identical

program will run without modification on many of the

largest and fastest equipment available today.

15. What languages specifically are available?

There are four language interpreters included with the

product. These are Waterloo microBASJC, Waterloo micro-

Pascal, Waterloo microFORTRAN, and Waterloo micro-

APL. These language intrepreters have been designed

specifically for teaching computer programming. Tfieir

design emphasizes good error diagnosis and debugging

capabilities which are very useful in educational and otlw

program development environments. Of course, the

standard 8032 BASIC 4.0 is available in the 6502 mode.

16. What is special about the Waterloo microBASIC?

This implementation of BASIC includes ANS minimal

BASIC, with certain minor exceptions, and several ex

tensions such as structured programming control, long

names for variables and other program entities, character-

string manipulations, callable procedures and multi-line

functions, sequential and relative file capabilities, integer

arithmetic, debugging facilities, and convenient prop-am

entry and editing facilities.

17. Is the Waterloo microPascal the same as UCSD Pascal?

These are different implementations. The Waterloo micro-

Pascal is an extensive implementation ofPascal, correspond

ing very closely to draft proposals being produced by the

International Standards Organization (ISO) Pascal Commit

tee. The ISO draft language is a refinement of the language

originally defined by Wirth, varying only in minor aspects.

Sophisticated features such as text file support, pointer

variables, and multi-dimensioned arrays are included in

this implementation. A significant feature of the Waterloo

microPascal is its powerful interactive debugging facility.

18. Does the Waterloo microFORTRAN meet ASCII

standards?

The Waterloo microFORTRAN is a special dialect designed

for teaching purposes. It has many of the characteristics

and much of the fiavor of normal FORTRAN, but varies

significantly from established standards for that language.

This language processor has many of the important charac

teristics of the Waterloo WATFIV-S compiler, which is

widely used on IBM computers, plus some of the features

included in the new FORTRAN-77 definition. Examples

of the languages features supported are FORMAT, sub

routines and functions, multi-dimensioned arrays, extended

character-String manipulation, structured programming
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SuperPET Q&A

control, and file input/output. In addition, the interpreter

provides a powerful interactive debugging facility.

19. Is the Waterloo microAPL similar to the IBM APL?

The microAPL is intended to be a complete and faithful

implementation of the IBMjACM standard for APL with

respect to the syntax and semantics of APL statements,

operators and primitive functions, input/output forms,

and defined functions. System commands, system variables

and system functions are those consistent with a single-

user environment. There are no significant design limita

tions on the rank or shape of arrays or name length. The

shared variable processor is omitted. Extensions include

system functions supporting files of APL arrays. APL

equivalents of BASIC features PEEK, POKE, and SYS

arc included.

20. To eliminate confusion, the micro languages described

above will execute on a mainframe. Is that correct?

Yes, the four languages are the same on both the micro and

suitably configured main-frame. Eor example, if your IBM

processor, running VM/CMS, has the proper Waterloo

interpreter, application programs may be uploaded or

downloaded and executed without any code change.

Therefore, the product can act as a standalone processor, as

a mainframe system development tool with the available

languages and the upload)'download/'offload capabilities or

perhaps both depending upon the user environment.

21. What is the function of the text editor?

The text editor, known as the Waterloo mieroEditor, is

suitable for creating and maintaining both program and

source data files. It is a traditional line-oriented text editor

with powerful text searching and substitution commands

including global change. Full screen support and special

function keys allow text to be altered, inserted, or deleted

on the screen without entering commands. Facilities for

repeating previously issued commands further enhance

the usability of this editor.

22. Is the operating system included with this product?

The Waterloo microSUPER VISOR is an operating system

designed for the single-user microcomputer environments.

It includes a Monitor, Library, and Serial Line Communica

tion support.

The Monitor program supports loading of the Linker pro

duced program files into bank-switched RAM memory or

normal RAM memory. The monitor also provides facilities

which are useful for debugging machine language programs.

These include commands to display and alter RAM memory

and 6809 microprocessor registers, utilizing full screen

features for ease of use. In addition, a Monitor command

permits disassembly of the 6809 instructions into assembly-

language mnemonics.

A library of functions is supplied for general use by other

programs included in the package. The Library includes

support functions for input/output operations to the key

board, screen, and peripheral devices. Other elements of

the Library provide floating-point arithmetic, fundamental

trigonometric functions, and several general purpose

utility functions.

A Serial Line Setup program is included which provides

for the selection of programmable characteristics, such as

baud rate. The program includes support for establishing

communication with the host computer, through a serial

line, for accessing the host s files and peripheral devices.

23. Higher level languages have been discussed, but what

assembler or development system is available?

Disk-oriented assembler and linker programs, the Waterloo

6809 Assembler and Linker, are included and support

development of general purpose 6809 machine-language

programs. The Assembler supports syntax and directives

for the 6809 assembly language and includes powerful

macro capabilities. In addition, the Assembler supports

pseudo opcodes for structured programming controls,

long names (labels) for meaningful identification of pro

gram segments and data, and the ability to include defini

tions from separate files. The Assembler produces both a

listing and a relocatable object file.

The Linker allows the combination of an arbitrary number

of relocatable object files to produce an absolute loadable

and executable program file. Since it is disk-oriented, the

Linker is capable of building programs which are larger

than the RAM space available. The Linker supports build

ing of programs in segments or banks for operation in a

bank-switched RAM memory, as well as supporting build-

lug of programs for operations in normal RAM memory.

24. What types of documentation will be available?

Commodore will supply a Tutorial Manual and a Language

Reference Manual for each of the higher level languages.

There will be extensive documentation on the Assembler

and Linker included also.

In addition. Reference Manuals, Textbooks, and Instructors'

Guides will be available for each software component of

the system.

25. What is the price for the SuperPET?

The 8032 and the add-on board, when purchased together

asa system, will retail in the U.S. forSJ,995.00.

26. When will this product be available?

First deliveries are scheduled for Fall 1981. ■
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Perfectly Balanced
educational software

from

MICRO-ED

for

PET

and

VIC

Send for our free catalog
*please specify PET or VIC

MICRO-ED, Inc. • P.O. Box 24156

Minneapolis, MN 55424

or telephone us at (612) 926-2292

VIC and PET are the registered

trademarks for Commodore

Business Machines.



Agricultural Software
from Cyberia.

FOR PET/CBM SYSTEMS

y complete
accounting package for today's farm operations

Records, sorts, combines and prints the results of the farm operation.

Account headings and numbers are pre-assigned for nearly every type

of farm income or expense, but any account may be deleted, altered or

added.

Keeps personal, family and house-hold accounts as well.

Cyber-Farmer management tools include cash-flow analyses, depreci

ation schedules, inventory and budget reports.

No computer experience is necessary to operate this system.

Farrow-Filer
Record-keeping and management

system for the pork producer

■ Helps the pork producer to lower their cost-per-pig

by producing more animals.

■ High visual impact of reports allows for better

culling of freeloaders.

■ Alerts the operator to possible medical problems

in the herd.

■ Forecasts farrowings for a 3 month period.

■ Keeps individual records on each animal.

Farmer'sWorkbook
The most powerful management tool ever for the

agricultural producer. Farmers Workbook combines

the power of Visicalc- " with the knowledge of a ma

jor midwestern university. The Farmers Workbook is

a collection of templates that are designed to be run

on the Visicalcw program. The templates include

lables, formulas, sample data, test cases and full

documentation. Template titles include: Cattle

Feeder, Pig Production, Sheep Production, Grain

Management, Loan Payments, Market Average, Land

Purchase and many others.

'Visicalc is a trademark of Personal Software, Inc

Also...Two Other Enhancements for PET/CBM Systems

SuperBus
Greatly multiplies

system capabilities

$195
per computer

This is an active, integrated system —not just a passive network. Super-

Bus gives schools, banks, laboratories and businesses control of the

way their networks operate.

■ Up to 18 computers, disk drives or printers can be interconnected.

■ Complete file security (program and data) and BASIC security.

■ Built-in error detection and convenience features.

■ Can both read and write to disk.

■ All BASIC commands can be used.

Auto-Boot Simplifies PET/CBM operation

Auto-Boot is a ROM that automatically loads and runs the first program

on the disk (initializing if necessary).

Completely compatible with most other programs.

Just insert the disk in the drive, turn on the computer, and Auto-Boot

does the rest.

S4995 per

MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. orders accepted. Specify computer model when

ordering SuperBus or Auto Boot. Dealer inquiries invited. 'l=Dl^U=auU=i][|l.",:L';, 515-292-7634
2330 LINCOLN WAY, AMES, IOWA 50010
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From our friends in education we have been receiving infor

mation regarding the use of PETs in local computer pro

blem solving contests. One such report came from Mr.

Kenneth Tong of Ballard High School in Seattle, Washing

ton. Mr. Tong told us that hisscliool district acquired their

first PET in 1978. Presently, that number has increased

to around 100 and is growing larger each day.

On May 9, 1981, 53 middle school and junior high students

from seven schools in the Seattle area participated in the

I98J National Computer Problem Solving Contest at the

South Shore Middle School. The contest questions were

provided courtesy of Donald T. Piele of the University

of Wisconsin-Parkside.

The contest problems required some knowledge of simple

number analysis, random number generator, string function.

and looping. Most of the participants had one year of

exposure to computers. The winning team, which had

around three semesters of once-a-week programming

experience, solved all five problems within the two-hour

time limit.

For your pleasure or perplexity, Mr. Tong has kindly

provided the five problems used in the contest. Grab

your PET and program, program, program!

The University of Wisconsin—Parkside

May 2, 1981

National Computer Problem
Solving Contest

Junior Division

Paikside's Triangle 2. Round Numbers

Parkside's Triangle is generated from two numbers

one for the size and another for the seed. For

example, here are two of Parkside's Triangles:

Size 6.

1

2 3

4 5 6

78 9 1

2 345

789 1

Seed 1

6

2 3

Size

3

4 5

6 7

9 1

45

5

8

2

6

3

7

Seed 3

8

Your problem is to write a program that will

generate Parkside's Triangle given any size N ( 20)

and any seed S (1 S 9). Test your program by

generating Parkside's Triangle for N=6, S=l and

N=7. S=9.

A positive integer N is said to be a round number

if the binary representation of N has at least as

many zeros as ones. For example. 9 is a round

number (since its binary representative is 1001)

while 26 is not a round number (since its binary

representation is 11010).

Write a program which will accept input of a

positive integer K. and which will print the number

of round numbers less than or equal to K in the

format:

THERE ARE XXX ROUND NUMBERS LESS

THAN OR EQUAL TO K.

There are 5 round numbers less than or equal to

10. Run your program twice, with inputs of 10

(o 100.
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3. NFL Helmets 5. Missionaries and Cannibals

There arc 28 football teams In the NFL. Many

supermarkets and discount stores have vending

machines that dispense miniature team helmets for

one quarter (25 cents) each. Assume that all hel

mets are equally likely to be dispensed by the

machines.

You are to write a program to simulate putting

quarters in vending machines until all 28 helmets

have been obtained. Your output should have the

form:

TOTAL SPENT TO GET ALL 28 HELMETS -

SXXX.XX.

Run your simulation 3 times.

On a small island in the South Pacific, three

missionaries and three cannibals are stranded with

only a small boat with which to cross over to the

mainland. In planning for the transfer of every

one to the mainland, the missionaries know that

they cannot trust the cannibals. Thus, to be safe

they establish the rule that missionaries must

never be outnumbered by the cannibals on either

the island or the mainland during the transfer

process.

If we use an M to represent a missionary and a C

to represent a cannibal then MMMCCC represents

three missionaries and three cannibals together.

With this representation, it is possible to list all

possible arrangements of missionaries and canni

bals on the island and the mainland in a list:

4. Letter Count

Consider a paragraph containing several lines of

text information. You are to write a program to

print a letter frequency table which will list the

frequency and percentage of occurences of each

letter (A through Z) of the text in order of highest

frequency first.

Your list should be headed with the line:

LETTER FREQUENCY PERCENT

and should have a final line:

TOTAL XXX

where XXX is the total number of letters in the

paragraph. Do not list letters which do not occur

in the paragraph. In BASIC, you can use DATA

statements to enter your text such as,

1000 DATA "CONSIDER A PARAGRAPH..."

Be sure to convert all lower case letters to capitals.

Test your program with the first paragraph of this

problem.

ISLAND

1. MMMCCC

2. MMMCC

3. MMMC

4. MMM

5. MMCCC

6. etc.

MAINLAND

c

CC

ccc

M

etc.

STATUS

SAFE

SAFE

SAFE

SAFE

etc.

The safe positions arc those which obey the rule

set up by the missionaries. Your problem is to

write a program which will fill out the entire

list of possible arrangements of missionaries and

cannibals on the island and the mainland and to

print 'SAFE' after every arrangement that is safe.

The program must do all the work. It is not accept

able to solve it by hand and simply print out the

results.
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Special Feature

The Summer of '51 - Harry came home from summer camp with

eight multi-colored pot-holders, six popsicle stick renderings of the

Empire State Building, and two tiled ash-trays painted in a color

you had never seen before. Harry, a child when he left, had hair on

his upper lip when he returned. For the next five mouths, he re

ceived 27 letters sprayed with "Evening in Paris" cologne and signed,

"Love always. Sheila. "

The Summer of '81 - This year Harry sent his son Matthew to over

night camp. Matthew will return with the same pot-holders, candy

dishes, and lime green ash-trays. He will leave a child and return

with a voice several octaves deeper. And for the next five months

he'll probably receive 2 7 envelopes each containing a floppy disk

marked, "Love always, Jennifer- "

SummerCamp
Today, it's becoming increasingly

common to observe children using

computers in educational environ

ments and even at home, but high on

a wooded hill overlooking the Con

necticut River in East Haddam. Con

necticut, youngsters are experiencing

the wonders of computers while boat

ing, swimming, hiking, dancing, and

singing. These kids are spending two

weeks at a summer camp, with a

slight twist computers are the most

important part of the fun.

In its first full year of operation.

Computer Camp East has captured

the minds of youngsters from ten to

seventeen who, for two weeks, are

exposed to a variety of personal

computers and programming languages.

Whether complete beginners or ad

vanced enthusiasts, these youngsters

can take advantage of the flexible

instruction programs available at the

camp.

Computer Camp East is the brain

child of Dr. Arthur Michaels who, for

nearly 20 years, has specialized in

education and residential camping.

Michaels also operates a camp for

learning disabled children and three

nursery and preschool centers. Accord

ing to Michaels. Computer Camp

East is an entirely different concept.

"Noimally, when you get kids to

gether for two weeks, you're going

to have some trouble," said Michaels.

"But we have had very few behavioral

problems. These kids are pretty well

motivated." he said. Michaels ex

plained that although the campers

are housed according to age, they are

placed in classes according to know

ledge and experience. Consequently,

there may be an eleven-year old in the

same class with a seventeen-year old

student. "In fact, one of our most

skilled programmers is ten." said

Michaels. "Yet. no one seems to

mind."

According to camp director Bill Gib

son, a vital element of the camp's

approach to learning is an emphasis

on teamwork. For instance, two stu

dents work with one computer as

part of a daily "team unit." And up

to five campers work together on a

project, with each camper having the

responsibility for one component

of the project.

Computer East provides a program

that will interest youngsters at their

own level and pace. Instruction is

given in popular student languages

such as BASIC. LOGO. PILOT, and

Pascal. With instruction provided by

graduate students, the campers follow

a rigid schedule of formal classes

and lab sessions. In total, campers

spend two-thirds of their day learning

about computers or programming.

But fun and games are a vital part of

any summer camp and Computer East

is no exception. Activities such as

softball, tennis, boating, and hiking

are enjoyed by the campers. And of

course, computer games prevail. In the

spirit of competition, each camper

develops computer games to compete

against games developed by other

campers. One of the Computer East

campers has been developing a pro

gram on a PET to play Monopoly.

According to Gibson, the use of PETs

is encouraged because "kids would

have a better chance of finding PETs

in their classrooms when they return

to school. We are very pleased with the

PLT's quality of design and the

thought thai goes into its configura

tion." said Gibson. "Plus, it holds up

even after being used by fourth

graders!" Gibson explained that he

did a survey of teachers before choos

ing equipment for the camp, and most

teachers reported that the breakdown

rate was much less with PETs.
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WE WANT

YOUR

FEATURES!

The Commodore Interface

is seeking features for

use in upcoming issues.

If you have developed

a program, game or

an application that

would be of interest

to our readers

please submit this to:

EDITOR

Commodore Interface

681 Moore Road

King of Prussia, PA 19406

Summer Camp

In addition to high capacity micro

computers. Computer East provides

as wide a variety of computer periph

erals as possible. "We want to give

these kids as much experience as

we can in the two weeks they are

here," said Gibson. "So far the re

action has been very, very positive."

Michaels has received almost 2.000

inquiries about the camp, as well as

about computer day programs he

runs in the Hartford. Boston, and

Cape Cod areas. "Few people realize

just how many teens are interested in

computers," said Michaels.

Michaels said he plans to open another

camp in Houston next year, and may

provide advanced workshops for stu

dents in several east coast cities.

Gibson stressed that the main purpose

of the computer camp is not to

develop professional computer pro

grammers. "We are mainly interested

in the cognitive development of the

child, however, it is inevitable that

most students are likely to develop

professional computing skills," Gibson

said. Michaels added that "any young

ster who becomes computer-literate at

a young age really has a head start

because most jobs involve computers."

So kids, grab your tennis rackets,

fishing rods, mosquito repellent, and

programmers guide. It's time to go to

summer campln
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NOWTHAT
GETTING BIGGER YOU

WORK

Your business is growing. And so are your hours. You're work

ing harder. And longer. And later.

This could only mean one thing. It's time for a computer. The

Commodore CBM.

The computer that can help you run your business the way you

want to. Fast and efficiently.

Very simply, the CBM can be ■'customized" to fit your individual

needs. Whether your needs are accounts receivable, inven

tory control, mailing list management, or ail three. Commodore

can do it. And do it easily.

What's more. Commodore computers are built to grow with

your business.

So as you change,

we change.

And because Commodore knows how hard you work for your

money, our computers go for a very low price. So if you feel like

your business is giving you the business, come in and relax.

take a look at our Commodore CBM computer and see what
it can do for you. In no time, we'll have your business running

the way __ ■

Hcommodore



Latest Information on the VIC 20
Personal Computer

"The VIC Mystique"

By Michael S.Tomczyk

The "VIC mystique" continues to

grow. Here at Commodore we've

been literally flooded by requests for

information and phone calls to our

hotline from would-be VIC owners.

Most of our calls concern requests

for information and inquiries on

where to buy VICs. It should be

noted that the demand for VICs far

exceeds the current supply so consider

yourself lucky if you get one of the

first units. This backlog is expected

to continue through Christmas, in

spite of the fact that we're gearing

up to produce substantial quantities

beginning this Fall.

Where to Get VIC Information

The first place to look for current

information on the VIC is to con

tact your local authorized Com

modore computer dealer. The sales

people there should be able to tell

you when the product will be avail

able, provide you with technical

specifications and demonstrate the

VIC. Each Commodore dealer has

been provided with "Dealer Demo

Tape #1" which includes 5 demon

stration programs including: a general

demo, graphics & sound effects demo,

business demo, "flag" demo, and a

game called "Rocket Command"

which uses programmable characters.

These demo programs have been

placed in the public domain so dealers

and customers can make and circulate

copies. . .especially helpful for those

who wan! to use these programs as

models to help write their own soft

ware in BASIC. Commodore is not

providing this tape directly but you

should be able to obtain a copy for

the cost o\' the tape or possibly gratis,

from your dealer.

You can also get current VIC infor

mation from most computer maga

zines. We've been very gratified by the

response from computer and consumer

electronics magazines and are working

closely with several editors to pro

vide up-to-date information and help

them write articles on specific VIC

topics. Here's a brief run-down on

some recent and/or upcoming VIC

articles and where to find them:

BYTE MAGAZINE - May. 1981

COMPUTE! ■- July, 1981. A new

publication called HOME AND EDU

CATIONAL COMPUTING! and sub

titled, "Resource Magazine for the

VIC 20 Personal Computer." will

appear as a supplement.

CREATIVE COMPUTING The

VIC will be reviewed in detail in an

upcoming issue.

KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING -

Specific "VIC" articles will appear

in KILOBAUD this fail.

PERSONAL COMPUTING - Sept..

1981.

POPULAR COMPUTING - Fall. 198 r.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS - Fall.

1981.

This, in a nutshell, will give you some

places to start looking for current VIC

articles. If you need further informa

tion you can drop a note to us in care

of the VIC Product Group and we'll

send you a copy of our "VIC News

Brochure" which describes most as

pects of The VIC."

Interested in Writing
Software for the

VIC 20?

Commodore's product development

team recently identified several soft

ware houses and independent authors

who will be invited to work with

Commodore's VIC Product Group on

the development of VIC 20 software.

These programmers will be provided

with Commodore's proprietary VIC

Cartridge Development System, which

allows them to write 8K-I6K machine

code programs on the PET/CBM (in

assembly language) for use on the

VIC 20. Commodore will convert

these programs to ROM and market

them on cartridge internationally. We

are currently screening programmers

and pinning down exclusive royalty

agreements for selected programs

which will fit into a Commodore VIC

Cartridge Library. Program subjects

range from innovative games (only

the best!) to personal budget, home

tax preparation, business/calculation

and educational programs. The VICs

use of color, sound and programmable

characters makes the prospect of writ

ing VIC programs not only profitable

but fun! For more information send

your written proposal letter outlining

the specifics to VIC Software Director.

VIC Product Team. 681 Moore Road,

King of Prussia, PA 19406. ■
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6 Games on Tape for the Commodore VIC 20

By Duane Later

The VIC-20 Personal Computer, the world's first full-fea

tured color computer, wifl offer the following types of

programs on cartridges and tapes:

1) Games and Recreation

2) Education

3) Business & Calculation

4) Home Utility

5) Computing Aids

The first VIC 20 programs from Commodore include 6

games available on tape. Users will need a Commodore

cassette unit for these tapes, which are priced at only

$9.95 each.

Car Chase

One of the best of these games is titled "Car Chase." This is

very similar to the arcade game Head-On. Your car races

around a square playing field divided into four lanes, trying

to score points by driving over dots. Another car controlled

by the computer drives in the opposite direction attempting

to collide with your car. You are allowed three collisions

before the game ends. When all dots have been eliminated

from the screen, you are awarded a bonus 100 points and a

new set of dots appears. If you succeed in eliminating two

screens full of dots, and there are less than 10 dots left on

the third screen, the dots will turn into diamonds as the

computer-controlled car runs over them, and you will be

awarded extra points for each diamond you run over. This

game is very difficult to master and should provide many

hours of playing fun.

Blue Meanies

"Blue Meanies from Outer Space" is a game which should

prove especially popular with children. The player fires

laser beams at a series of block-headed, blue-colored bad

guys who attack your battleship and attempt to hit your

power cells. Points are obtained by hitting the blue mean

ies with your lasers. You also control a repair robot which

you can use to fix the holes in your battleship. Periodically,

a supply ship comes down and refuels your ship with

energy, allowing the battle to continue. Be prudent with

your use of laser and the repair robot, otherwise you will

run out of energy and be unable to defend yourself against

the meanies until the supply ship comes again! The game

uses programmable characters especially well, and should

prove a favorite with many.

Space Matii

A good education/recreation game is "Space Math." in

tended to help teach primary school children multipli

cation, addition, subtraction, and division. The game player
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must defend his space ship "the U.S.S. Victory" by cor

rectly answering a math problem contained within an

enemy torpedo traveling towards the space ship. The player

has as many chances as needed to answer the problem,

but if he fails and the ship is hit, points are deducted

from the total score! This game should be a favorite with

parents and teachers as well as students, and is the first

of several "math improvement" games which will be pro

vided by Commodore for use on the VIC 20.

Slither/Super Slither

Other exciting games are "Slither" and "Super Slither."

The player directs the path of a worm towards a series of

randomly appearing colored blocks containing a point value.

If the slithering worm hits the block, the points contained

in the block are added to the total score. The tail of the

slithering creature grows with each successful "hit" making

it .more challenging to hit the next block! Super Slither

puts several colored blocks on the screen simultaneously,

as opposed to the single block Slither puts on the screen.

Betcha can't get over 100 points!!!

Biorhythm Compatibility

"Biorythm Compatibility" is the classic biorythm plotting

program but with an interesting twist — the biorythms of

2 people can be compared to ascertain compatibility!

Very popular around the office! You can plot forward from

any date to determine your physical, intellectual and

emotional biorythm level.

VIC-21

■'VIC-21" is Blackjack casino-style for 1 or 2 players. This

game provides hours of casino-style card playing fun for

Blackjack enthusiasts. The game accommodates 1 or 2

players and includes such features as splitting and doubling

down. . .features which many more expensive Blackjack

games don't offer. A most enjoyable game.

SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS Microphys Programs SCIENCE& EDUCATION

Microphys, a leader in educational software design, is pleased to announce the release of two administrative software packages designed lo

manage School Attendance Reporting and to provide Schedule Updates.

1. The Attendance System enables a school to effectively and efficiently maintain and update daily and cumulative student absentee records. The

daily attendance bulletin can be informatively annotated and school and grade level attendance statistics are computed and clearly displayed.

Student records can be quickly searched to reveal absences and latenesses on a particular day or within a specific time period. The one-time pur

chase price of this package is $600.

2. The Scheduling-Update System permits a school to manage changes in student schedulees or to register new entrants during the school year.

Guidance personnel enter student scheduling changes or new course assignments; the computer will then generate the add-drop forms; issue new

class lists and print-out new student schedules. True class counts and an up-to-date school course director may be generated al any time. The one

time purchase price of this software package is $500.

Both packages are intended for use within a microcomputer environment consisting of: an 8032 Commodore computer; an 8050 Commodore disk

drive; a 4022 Commodore printer. Note: Schools with more than 350 students in a given grade level will require the 8096 Commodore computer.
Schools with student populations of less than 1000 can employ the 4040 Commodore disk drive. A Centronics 737 or a Commodore 8024 printer

may be used instead of the 4022 printer.

The software has been designed so that school personnel can readily follow the step-by-step instructions which appear on the computer screen

during program operation. These same instructions, with additional explanatory comments, appear in the detailed User's Guide which accom

panies the software packages. Copies of this Guide may be obtained from Microphys for $25; this price is credited toward the purchase o( either

system.

A four-hour training ccourse and a software-service contract are available for each of the above packages. Administrators and concerned school
personnel are urged to write for sample print-outs, additional information, and, where possible, a complete demonstration of the entire system. The

financial savings and educational benefits to be accrued by the adoption of this system are tremendous and should be explored by virtually every

school.

Educators should write for the Microphys Summer Catalog which describes over 180 programs for use in Chemistry, Physics, Calculus,

Mathematics, Vocabulary, and Spelling classes on both the high school and college levels.

Microphys Program • 2048 Ford Street • Brooklyn, New York 11229 • (212) 646-0140
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INTERVIEW...

. _ the automobile when it was first introduced

was considered a disaster by many people. It

scared horses, made lots of noise, made these

terrible smells, and it used tofall apart all the

time. So anybody who had an automobile was

really thought to be some kind of a nut

AN INTERVIEW WITH JACK NILLES ON

MICROTECHNOLOGY.

Jack Nilles is the

Director of Inter

disciplinary Pro

grams at the University of

Southern California. Since

1972, Nilles has been de

veloping a series of re

search programs designed

to interpret the effects of

technology on the world—

not an easy day's work.

Prior to USC, Nilles,

whose education was in

physics, designed space

craft for the Air Force.

After leaving the service,

he worked in the aero

space industry, mostly in

preliminary design of sat

ellite systems. Nilles be

came fascinated with the

effects of technology on

world progress and began

to develop programs in

that area.

Nilles decided that to

find the right answers he

needed to get experts in

business, political science,

communications, etc. Ac

cording to Nilles, "These

people are generally not

available at a typical en

gineering firm. They are

available at universities.

So I came to USC."

Nilles considers one of

his primary successes to

be a study he did in the

early seventies called

"Telecommuting."

It was on this topic of

computers and personal

computing that Nilles di

rected his comments

during an interview.
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What do you consider your

successes?

Well, we did a study on a topic I

call "telecommuting," which is

the substitution of telecommuni

cation and computers for the

commute to work, working at

home or near homes using com-

puter.technology. Computers at

their present state of evolution

are still pretty dumb beasts. They

do well-defined things very quick

ly. That's mainly what they're

about. As long as they are told

what you want to have done,

step-by-step, and often in ago

nizing detail, they will do it faith

fully. They do dull, routine jobs

very fast. Primarily, that has been

their use in business, science,

whatever. In business, they're

used to prepare bills. Imagine the

19th century job of a clerk in a

large store, sitting at a desk all

day performing a specific func

tion. Now, a machine can go

through that information and

ZIP!, you have it all together.

That's the kind of thing they're

good for. In scientific applica

tions, they do tedious calculations

that you would never be able to

do by hand. And with a calculator

you'd wearyour fingers out.

Combined with telecommunica

tions technology, computers can

do these routine jobs indepen

dent of their location.

So the clerk in the future might

not drive to a desk, he mightjust

piug in his personal computer

and send that information to the

corporation at the end of the day,

or instantly.

That's right.

But you still need the human

factor.

Oh absolutely. The main purpose

of the computer is to help get rid

of drudgery and free the human

for doing creative sorts of things

—making relationships between

what appear superficially to be

unrelated. Computers are very

poor at that generally.
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Will that ever change?

Possibly. Certainly, a lot of effort

is being put into a field called

artifical intelligence, the objective

of which is to get the computers

to exhibit imaginative tendencies,

or think for themselves, or even

program themselves. But it's a

very slow process. The most

interesting thing researchers

seem to be finding out as they try

to get computers to do these

things, is how complex human

thought really is.

What sort of projects are you

involved in now?

We've just completed a project on

the impact of personal computers,

which has gathered a lot of

attention. It was published here

as a report, and the research was

supported by the National

Science Foundation.

What were some of the results?

Well, from the point of view of the

manufacturer of a personal com

puter, I think it is safe to say

they're certainly going to be

around for awhile, and probably

in large numbers. So far, the

industry seems to be following

tradition closely. When a new

technology is introduced, it is

adopted first by people who

already have expertise in the

field. In this case, it would be

people who already know how to

program a computer, because

that's part of their job. Secondly,

hobbyists who say, "Hey, I just

like to play with this machinery. I

don't care if it does anything, but

it's really fun dithering all these

gadgets around." Finally, there is

the person who just likes to be

the first on the block to have

whatever is out on the market. If

the technology is to succeed,

what happens next is that the

knowledgeable people are bar-

raged by questions from their

colleagues, neighbors, and ac

quaintances, who say, "Okay, but

what does this really do? What

can I do with it?" Ultimately,

the manufacturers start to put

together"friendlier" versions of

the product. For example, the

automobile when it was first

introduced was considered a

t commodore

disaster by many people. It

scared horses, made lots of

noise, made these terrible smells,

and it used to fall apart all the

time. So anybody who had an

automobile was really thought to

be some kind of a nut. Anybody

who has a computer now is also

some kind of nut. Or at least they

were a few years ago. The nuts

slowly massage this thing, and

they yell at the manufacturers,

and the technology becomes

more and more adaptable to the

needs of a greater number of

people, who require increasingly

less sophistication in order to

operate the product. The number

of people using them continually

grows. And that's the way it all

seems to happen.

Are we getting to the point where

we can actually voice operate

certain computers?

Well, voice operation is a very

complex thing. You can buy a

computeryou can speak to with

maybe 50, 60 or 100 words, after

you train it. But you have to

speak very distinctly. If you

change your tone, or the pattern

of your words, it'll fail to under

stand you entirely. So it takes

awhile, and it's hard to develop. I

don't foresee a computer you can

talk to fluidly for at least a

decade, probably longer. It's

easy to make a computerthat

talks because you know what the

computer is supposed to say.

Therefore, you can write soft

ware that tells it to do these

things. On the other hand, if you

were talking to the computer, it

has no prior notion of what

you're going to say to it. So it's

got this whole universe of possi

bilities, and you come at it with

some word that says, "xzgyi!"

What does it do with that? It

crashes. A large portion of your

brain is devoted to decoding

speech.
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Are you familiar with Commo

dore's new SuperPET product?

it gives you the ability to program

in four languages and the ma

chine will sell for approximately

$1995.

No, I'm not familiarwith it, but

S2000 gets my attention.

They're using it for educational

development, so that should be

up your alley too.

Interesting, it has BASIC, FOR

TRAN, PASCAL, and APL. Good

grief! I think it's important for

any computerto have a number

of languages available for it.

And they're developing COBOL

for it too.

You know the computer world is

filled with acronyms. FORTRAN

stands for formula translation.

So that would be physics?

Yes, FORTRAN is what's known

in the trade as a number cruncher

language. It's great for grinding

out huge quantities of calcula

tions, so its very popularin the

scientific community. In fact, it's

essentially the common language.

Not BASIC?

Well, BASIC was developed at

Dartmouth University in the mid-

sixties to teach computer literacy

to its students. And its main

feature is that it's very easy to

learn at first. It has some draw

backs though, which makes it, at

least the original version, less

desirable.

Could you provide an example?

Well, there are some stylistic

problems. BASIC allows you to

write a program any way you

wish, and it will still manage to

lurch through somehow and

come up with answers. That is

okay if you are the only one who

is going to use the program, and

if you have a fantastic memory.

The problem is that you may

come back to a program two

years later and you don't re

member what this formless se

quence of statements means. It

lacks structure, and the current

rage in the programming ranks is

to have structured programming.

Simply, that means you do

specific things in specific places

so that it's easy to remember

what you were doing when you

come back to it. It's easy to

transfer a piece of code from one

program to another, building up

large programs as collections of

coherent pieces of smaller ones.

What language would you

recommend for structured

programming?

The language that really typifies

this structured programming

trend is PASCAL. However, the

best advice I can give someone

who wants to seriously become a

computer professional is to learn

several languages. No language

is perfect at everything.

Is COBOL designed to supersede

all of these languages?

COBOL is an acronym for

Common Business Oriented

Language, and it's great at pro

ducing reports, ledgers, accounts

payable, accounts receivable,

inventory, and other types of

business information. COBOL

programs account for the majority

of computertime used in the

U.S. today.

/ can hear a very busy corporate

executive say, "I'm 50 years old, I

missed the move to computers,

I've got to know about them, but I

don't have time to learn one

language let alone four." What

would you say to him?

I would say you have to face the

fact that you WILL learn to inter

act with computers. For one

thing, it depends on the size of

the business. You can buy

packages now that are becoming

reasonably sophisticated for

small to medium sized businesses.

You see the easy part in the
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computer business is the hard

ware. You can get competent

hardware from a variety of

different manufacturers. The

critical part is the software,

because the machine is an inert

device unless it's got the records

to play.

So a machine like the SuperPET

might be beneficial because you

can feed anything to it.

Yes. You've got PASCAL, FOR

TRAN, and BASIC. APL is

another one. APL is a very

condensed symbolic language. It

hasasmall but fanatic following.

Among scientists and developers

I presume?

Yes. APL is characterized not

entirely jokingly as a "write only"

language. It is a highly condensed

symbolic language. It's one of

these types where you review a

program six months later, even if

you're the original author, and

say, "What's this?" The symbols

do really powerful things, but

you can't remember what they

were supposed to mean.

So you can't retrieve it properly.

You get lazy programmers.

They're interested in producing

code, not in making it under

standable to someone else. That's

a problem with many of the

languages actually. The reason

there has been a move toward

structured language is that you

have to follow certain rules to get

the program to run. For example,

with PASCAL, you have to first

declare what the program is

about and what types of variables

you are going to use, and then

you follow certain patterns to do

various things with the program.

If you go outside one of those

patterns, the program becomes

fairly incomprehensible. Further,

in PASCAL, in FORTRAN, and in

some of the more advanced

forms of BASIC, the variables

used to establish relationships

have comprehensible names in

stead of incomprehensible letters.

For example, instead of "E", you

would use "EMPLOY NUM" for

the variable representing em

ployee number.
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You do a lot of work with

business men. Do you try to

develop computer applications

for them, or beyond that?

We're more into the research of

what's going to happen as

businesses use their equipment.

What are the good and bad

effects? What happens to the

economy, etc. However, we often

give advice to businesses regard

ing how to really use a computer.

Is there still a lot of union

reticence about computers? I

remember when I worked for a

large newspaper in the sixties.

They were trying to get compos

ing machines into the newsroom,

and the union went on strike

because of that.

It didn't work because they're in

there now.

Do people in business still think

computers are going to throw

employees out in the street

without a job?

Oh I'm sure they do, no question.

They do throw some people out

on the street. They certainly have

done it to typesetters. They're

likely to do it to a large number of

data entry clerks. The question

is not whether people become

unemployed, because they do

whenever any new technology

enters society. The real question

is can they be employed else

where? Is their's a temporary

dislocation, or are they in serious

longterm trouble.

So that involves retraining.

That's correct.

Who has the responsibility of

retraining these people? Is it the

corporations that dismissed

them or the colleges who are

training workers for society?

I don't know. That's sort of a

political question. Who's respon

sible for that?'In the U.S. the

answer generally has been no

body. The government has an

uneven but mostly miserable

history of providing retraining

programs for unemployed people.

Is the government finger-pointing

and saying it's somebody else's

responsibility?

I would expect them to say that

the federal funds will be provided

for certain forms of retraining

programs. But generally, the

responsibility is with the local

community, through unemploy

ment benefits. Unfortunately,

benefits do not specifically in

volve retraining. Practically, it's

the burden of the individual to

retrain himself or herself. That's

the way it works out regardless of

the finger-pointing. The finger-

pointing tends to go around in a

circle with the unemployed per

son in the middle.

When you talk to high level

executives who are generally

older, there is no question in

their minds that the future lies in

computers. Who is the respon

sible party for the dissemination

of information about computers?

The market.

Now that is everybody, isn't it?

The manufacturers, the sellers,

the colleges, the individual users

... everybody. Not one person or

group more than any other?

Well, I would say in this particular

industry it's a case of what the

economists call a supply push.

In other words, here's this new

capability, let's find something

we can tell people they need it

for. So, it's incumbent on manu

facturers to convince prospective

computer buyers that it will do

useful things for them. It's my

position that our research pro

gram should point out both sides.

Here's why you should have a

computer, and here'swhyyou

shouldn't; or at least here's what

to look out for.

When do you tell people not to

buy a computer?

When the function that they

intend to have the computer

perform is clearly inappropriate

either for the computer they are

trying to use, or is inappropriate

for any computer. It's often a

question of the relative advantage

that alternatives are going to give

you in your business. For ex

ample, you'rea medium-sized

company and you're having

inventory problems. You've got

one clerk who can type ade

quately, but can't keep track of

anything. Then you might be

better off getting a computer to

keep track of the inventory and to

give you a daily printout of what

you've got in the store. One of

the consultants working for us

has developed a program, using

Commodore equipment, to keep

track of the piecework for some

garment industry firms. With the

old method, as patterns were cut,

each piece got a tag attached to

it. When these pieces were sewn

together, the person doing the

work would remove the tag. At

the end of the day, the employee

would turn in the tags, which

were an indication of a day's

work. Well this system was

fraught with all sorts of dif

ficulties. People would lose tags.

Or the clerk responsible for

keeping track of the tags would

calculate the figures incorrectly.

Employees would save tags if

they had a good day, and use

them the next day if they slacked

off in their work. Well, they

programmed a Commodore to

handle the ticket counting.
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You can't bribe a computer

can you?

That's exactly right. That's the

point. As the day ends and the

workers turn in their tags, the

clerk just pastes up all those tags

on a board and zip, zip, zip —all

the numbers are entered into the

computer. They know who did

how much because the computer

instantly produces a report of the

work performed that day. Fur

thermore, the computer produces

an instant breakdown of who

performed each task and how

quickly. The owner now has

information never before avail

able. And further, they tested this

system using the shop foreman

and the union management.

They said, "Okay, Mr. Foreman,

try and confuse the machine."

And it couldn't be done. It turned

out the machine was honest.

Neither side trusted each other,

but they both trusted the ma

chine. Labor relations improved,

morale went up, production

increased, and there was better

control over inventory. There

was also less fluctuation in

output because if employees

kept tags to turn in the next day,

they couldn't get away with it.

It'll go tilt!

"Hey, where's his tag!" It's this

kind of a situation where com

puters can act as very useful and

very inexpensive tools.

Allow me to play the role of

layman. I would love to learn

about computers so I pick up a

computer magazine and see

hundreds and hundreds of con

flicting pages. Where do I go?

What does the total novice do to

start learning about computers?

How does he make a decision

about which language to study?

The first thing is the language.

Although, once you learn one

language, it's not that difficult to

learn another.

Like French related to Spanish or

Italian?

That's right. It's almost like a

Spanish-Italian correlation. There

are more cognates between

Spanish and Italian than between

either of them or French. You

begin to see common structures

in all of these things.

So how do you make up your

mind to study one language as

opposed to another?

You just start with one. Enough

of this agonizing. Go right to it.

How long does it take to learn

BASIC for the average person?

To learn enough to write a

coherent program may take a

couple of hours.

That's all! In other words, a

person could go to a night

course, and come home the

same evening and program a

computer. Is it that simple?

The problem tendsto be the

inverse. Once people have their

toe in the water, you can't get

them out. The big hook is the

computer game, which immedi

ately involves you in all sorts of

fascinating things you can do.

And you don't really have to know

how to program to do it. One

insidious way of learning is to get

the game for which you have the

program and learn how to play

the game. Then, try changing

parts of the program and observe

what happens to the game. If it's

a game of any breadth at all,

you'll soon be able to teach

yourself some of the things that

go on in a computer program.

The nice thing about a personal

computer is that it can be used in

the privacy of your home. If you

make a mistake, nobody is

watching and saying, "Oh, look

at that idiot."

What is the most needed kind of

software to make the market

grow?

Well, I think the most crucial

point is making the initial step a

lot easierfor people. It is difficult

to write software that can be

immediately used by someone

who knows nothing about com

puters. The typical approach in

the business world is that you

write menu programs, which

allow the operator to view a

menu of options. You don't see

the BASIC or FORTRAN or

PASCAL or COBOL. What you

see is what the program tells the

computer to print on the screen.

The program leads you step-by-

step until an acceptable result is

produced. And you don't have to

know anything about program

ming. You do need programming

knowledge when you don't get

the option you want. Then, you

have to be able to get in there

and tweak it around so that it

performs correctly. Frequently,

for a businessman the agonizing

decision is whether he should

hire somebody to do the pro

gramming; learn it himself; or

have one of his employees learn.

If he chooses to train an

employee, he is sacrificing the

time that person could be doing

something else, and he's leaving

in the hands of an employee

some control of his business. His

only other choice is to modify the

business to conform to the

available software.

We're 19 years from the twenty-

first century. What's it going to

be like in the year 2000? How

different will your office look 19

years from now?

For one thing, it's not likely to

be here.
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Instead in your home? And you

could do anything you need to

do there?

Yes, mostly.

That's one answer to the gas

crisis, isn't it?

Absolutely. I see an increasing

number of situations in which a

business will keep offices in

various sections of town, that are

of the conference room variety.

The conference rooms would be

used when face to face contact is

required. And the few available

offices would be shared by

employees who spend a fairly

substantial amount of time at

home.

Does this mean that if you were a

major corporation thinking about

building an office complex, the

concept might be obsolete in

20 years?

That's right. But now there are

various motivations for having a

large office building, not the least

of which is that it has your name

on it. It's what one of my

researchers call the "Edifice

Complex."

If you could say anything that

you wanted to corporation exec

utives who haven't gotten on the

computer bandwagon, what

would it be?

Well, I'd say that in order to

survive in the world ten years

from now, you are going to have

to computerize many of your

operations just to increase pro

ductivity. That's the only way it's

going to happen. We have

enough problems with manufac

turing productivity yet, produc

tivity in the United States is at

least as high as most countries,

with the exception of some

segments of Japan and Western

Europe. But in the information

sector, which now comprises half

the labor force, productivity is at

best steady, and more likely

lagging. Now one way to improve

this situation is to incorporate

computers. That has to be done

very carefully. One of the things

we advise people is that com

puters can hurt you as much as

they can help you. If you have

lots of non-compatible computers

all overthe place, all doing their

thing —and often the wrong thing

—you can have serious problems.

But the fundamental point still is:

there will be firms who will make

good use of these computers;

who do increase their produc

tivity; who do manage and

organize properly. And these

firms will be ahead of you if

you're in the same industry.

They're going to be more efficient

in theiroperations.

How long before it shakes down?

Twenty years. Turn of the century.

And of course, there's room in

there for that advance none of us

knows about, which is bound to

happen in the next 10 or 15 years.

Sure. Even with the SuperPET.

The capability of the hardware is

well beyond our ability to deal

with it. in terms of using it

properly. And the power of

hardware is increasing, and still

is, at about 28 percent a year. In

turn, the number of things it can

do. The magnitude of problems it

can handle.

Are there any books you rec

ommend to the novice when they

ask you what to do about

studying computers?

Yes. There's a book on BASIC

called "BASIC And The Personal

Computer" by Thomas A. Dwyer

and Margot Critchfield. It's a

good introduction because it

takes you step-by-step. It tells

you enough about what's in the

machine to keep you alive and

happy.

So summing up your advice, like

the mother to the new baby

who's trying to swim, "Justjump

in and start doing it."

Absolutely. Any of the books on

"how to" are an adjunct to your

own experience.

The Jack Nitles interview was

conducted by Roger Steffens, a

Los Angeles-basedfree-lance
writer.
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New Products for your

PET/CBM Computer

MX-910 CBM/PET RAM/ROM

Unsafes all safeing ROMS: Allows multi ROM protected programs using the

same socket to be put onto diskette/cassette, no need to install protect ROM in

socket after initial load, installs inside CBM, doesn't block other IC sockets, no

switch needed software write protect, optional jumper included allows single

RAM/ROM to run all safed programs independent of safed ROM socket

location. Two RAM/ROM's add 8k memory to CBM/PET computer. Only RAM/

ROM has all of these features: $119.95

MX-232 CBM/PET to RS-232C Interface

Bidirectional, 50 to 19.2k baud rate, full modem controls, parity, allows for two

RS-232C ports, works with SX-232 software, installs inside CBM easily: $149.95

SX-232 CBM/PET RS-232C Software

Works with MX-232 RS-232 interface and standard RS-232C modem, works with

source, micronet, CBM to disk, disk to disk: $49.95

SX-100 IEEE-488 CBM/PET Modem Software

Best proven software for the 8010 modem, low cost, MEMU driven, same

features as SX-232: $49.95

MX-200 IEEE-488 CBM/PET Parity Modem/Software

IEEE-488 Modem/Software allows you to talk to host computer requiring

parity, all features of SX-232: $399.95

MX-901 CBM/PET CB2 Sound

Add low cost sound/music to your 2001, 4001 machines, sounds like 8032, easy

internal installation: $14.95

MX-902 CBM/PET Cassette Sound

Hear programs loading, finds programs easily, easy internal installation: $14.95

C101 CBM/PET (IEEE-488) to Centronics Parallel Interface

New low cost, includes IEEE-488 and Parallel cables, works on all Spinwriters
and Starwriters: $129.95

ECX Computer Company

2678 North Main Street #6

Walnut Creek, California, 94596

(415)944-9277 Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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PIE-C

PET/CBM* IEEE-488 -

TO PARALLEL PRINTERS f
By LemData Products

P.I.E.-C MEANS—Professional design, Indispensible features, Excellent quality and Cost effectiveness. You

can't buy a better parallel interface for your PET/CBM.

Our P.I.E.-C will interface your PET/CBM through the IEEE-488 bus to

the NEC Spinwriter, the C. Itoh Starwriter, printers by Centronics, Epson, Anadex, Escon Products, the

Paper Tigers by IDS, the MIPLOT by Watanabe, the DIP printers, the AJ-841, the OK1DATA printers, plus

ALL OTHER parallel ASCII printers.

Assembled with custom case, CBM-TO-ASCII code converter and appropriate cable, the P.I.E.-C is only

$119.95 ( + $5 S&H). Md. Res. +5% tax. Specify printer and CBM models.

LemData Products, P.O. Box 1080, Columbia, Md. 21044 Phone (301) 730-3257

*PET/CBM are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines

Computer?

The specifications only confirm the obvious:

Not from Commodore!

So why should the desk look like wood? A pleasant

cream and charcoal trimmed desk looks so much better

with Commodore systems. One look and you'll see.

Interlink desks are right. By design.

PRICE: $299

In short, as Commodore dealers, we won't settle for

anything that looks good only in the catalog! Our

customers won't let us. They don't buy pictures. And

neither should you. This is why we will let you use one of

our desks (or a week and then decide. If for any reason

you don't like it, just return it in good condition for a

cheerful refund.

• Cream and charcoal

color beautifully matches

the Commodore hardware

and blends with your

decor.

•An ideal 710 mm (28")

keyboard height yet no

bumping knees because a

clever cutout recesses the

computer into the desk

top.

•High pressure laminate

on both sides of a solid

core for lasting beauty

and strength.

• Electrostatically applied

baked enamel finish on

welded steel legs—no

cheap lacquer job here.

for

for

•T-molding and rounded

corners make a handsome

finish on a durable edge

that won't chip.

• Knocked down for safe,

inexpensive shipment.

•Patented slip joints

quick easy assembly.

• Leveling glides

uneven floors.

• Room enough for a

Commodore printer on the

desk, yet fits into nearly

any den or office niche-

Hi 660 mm (26") W: 1170

mm (46") D: 660 mm (26").

• Matching printer stand

available with slot for

bottom feeding.

If your Commodore dealer doesn't carry our desks yet,

send a check for $299 and we will ship your desk freight

paid!

Name

Address

City _St_

Interlink, Inc., Box 134, Berrien Springs, Ml 49103

Master Charge and Visa welcome. Call our order line:

616-473-3103
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How to Learn Debugging

by Elizabeth Deal

There is no better way to learn de

bugging programs than by using them.

It's easier than swatting flies, which

move rapidly and just out o\~ reach.

Program bugs are usually all over the

place but stand still waiting lo be

recognized.

By examining this short, do nothing,

routine and by trying to write varia

tions of it you may pick up sonic

methods that can be helpful. Can you

figure out what the program does,

more or less? Do DATA items give

you any clues? Do variables SI and S2

tell anything? Imagine that this is a

program you wrote five years ago, and

didn't document. How will you go

about finding out exactly what it

does?

What goes into the program? Usually

the "in" statements will be READ,

JULY, 1981

INPUT, INPUT-. GET and PEEK.

What comes out? The statements that

put things out are PRINT. PRINT*,

and some POKE commands.

You should be able to see that what

comes in once is nine pairs of values

from the DATA lines, and that these

values are used, in some fashion, in a

loop in lines 590 to 680. That loop

also contains a GET command which

brings in K$. There is a relationship

between K$ and K. Can you see the

relationship of K to the nine pairs

of values that were READ in? Can you

find the connection between Si, K.

and the nine pairs? What docs the pro

gram do to those values taken one at

a time? Are there special situations

that are handled? How? Why?

Whatever your score at the moment,

type tliis thing in. There are no bugs

z. commodore

in it if it looks like a copy of a print

out. SAVE it after typing, please.

You may lose control of the Pet if

you typed things wrong, and 1 am

not telling why. After VERIFYing,

type RUN. Press some keys, see

what happens. If nothing happens

after all keys were pressed and if the

STOP key does not work, you've

crashed and will have to reset the

Pet. LOAD the program in, and double

check things, specifically lines 550

and 630.

After the routine functions again,

see if it does exactly what you thought

it would do, Why or why not? Try

some variations on the main theme.

But do NOT delete line 550 and do

NOT delete line 620. Do not change

them until everything is saved and

you understand what is happening.

Why do these lines have to be right?

Hint: consult memory maps.

Here is a list of several changes you

may try for exercise. Do them one at

a time restoring the program to the

original shape between the changes.

Take notes about the difference being

important or unimportant. Is there a

difference at all?

(1) Change value of G

(2) Eliminate 'POKEP, B" in line 590

(3) Change SI to be 32848 and S2 to

be 33687. Stay within the original SI

and S2 boundaries. Why?

(4) Add line '631 GOTO590' and ask:

will the program go to line 640?

Sometimes? Always? Never? What is

the effect of this change? Would you

consider this to be a minor or a major

change in the logic of a program? How

can you use this information?

(5) Substitute lines 650 and 660 with

one line:

661 MP=CP-S1+SB*(XD(K)=DD)

What happens? A hint: Pet returns

value of —1 (minus one) if an ex

pression is true, and a value of zero

when an expression is false.

(6) Add line '621 PR1NTCP:1. What

will come out? Where will it print? Did

it print exactly where you thought it

would? Why or why not?

(7) Change line 600 lobe:
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600GEIK$:IFK$=""GOTO600
What happens? Exactly why? How

does this relate to K and the nine

(8) What will happen if in line 570 you

said P=SI+499? How about P=S1+407

How about P=52—397 A hint: in the

last instance you may need to make

major modifications to get the logic

back. Try it.

I1)) Add line "571 K=5" and change

line 610 to be:

6ioifk:s{)-thenk=vauks)

Any effect? Why or why not? Delete

line 571 for a moment. What happens?

Why? Put it back now.

(10) Keep changes proposed in point 9

and add this line:

611 DL=:0:FORJ=1TODL:NEXTJ

Fool around with different DL value.

(11) Add change proposed in point 2

to the modifications made in points 9

and 10 and see what comes out.

(12) Rewrite lines 550-560 to work on

the 80-column CBM.

Think about this. Some of these

changes might have been needed to be

made in response to a functioning pro

gram with a logical error in it. The syn

tax was always correct, but the pro

gram might not have been doing what

you intended it to do. 1 can't prove it,

but it is common knowledge that the

amount of trouble increases as the

square of the length of the program.

You can learn how to handle trouble

on short routines by figuring out how

your Pet thinks.

A very valuable tool for debugging

is a Palo-Alto ICs Programmer's

TOOLKIT chip.

REFERENCES: Memory maps written

and published by Jim Buttertleid in

COMPUTE, issues =1 and -7. 'Pet

Revealed' by Nick Hampshire con

tains Jim's maps for original and up

grade ROMs. Also in Donahue-Linger

and Osborne-Donahue Pet guides.

Basic 4.0 map is mangled and/or

missing in the last reference. Basic 2

map (for upgrade ROMs) is all right.

© 1981 ELIZABETH DEAL

Elizabeth Deal is a Malvem, Pa. -based

free-lance writer whose work frequent

ly appears in COMPUTE! ■

£-< ih IS L,' L. M - - — — - - „ „_ __ . _ _ _ — ._ _~ ^_
■_'nJ*-J K til I - —— -

518 REM SCREEN EXERCISES
^■"-'i^ C'CM _ ___ -__

530 DIMXDCSO ,VD(9)

540 FORK=1 T09 : RERDXD <-. K '■> , YD C K > : NEXT

550 SI=32768SS2-S1+999

560 G=93 :B=32 :MT=*40 :SB=39 :DD=-1

5 7S P=S1 sCP-PsPRIHT11^";

530 :

5 90 P 0K E P ,■ B e P0KECP, G : P - CP

6@Q GETK*

610 K=VfiL<K*;>

620 CP*CP+XD'-. K :■< +MT#VD '• K >

630 i p '• CP<S1 > OR <; CP>S2 > THENCP=P sG0T0S9©

640 IFXO <K> =0G0TO590

650 MF'=CP-S1

GG0 IF'XD'■:.K :■ -DDTHENMP=MP-SE

670 IFMP/MT«I NT <MP/NT>THENCP=P

6S0 G 0 T iJ5S0

690 :

780 DHTfi -1 ,- 1 , 0, 1 .r 1 ., 1 f -1 , @, 0 .r 0

710 DRTfi 1 r 0 , -1., -1., 0 - -1 .r 1,-1

r i^'l 0 RE T"1 "•

RERDV.

Commodore is compiling

a list of software written

for our computers. If you

have software you would

like to have included in

this listing please submit

the following for review:

■ copy of program on

disk or tape

■ documentation de

scribing purpose and

utility of the program

■ specify equipment

necessary for program

operation

■ information on price of

program and where

the program can be

purchased

Please submit this infor

mation to:

SOFTWARE Committee

Commodore Business

Machines

681 Moore Rd.

King of Prussia, PA 19406
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CBM/PET? SEE SKYLES ... CBM/PET?

TT

i

"Should we tall it Command-0

or Command-O-Pro?"
rhai's s problem because ihis popular ROM is
called the Cornmand-O-Pro in Europe. (Maybe

Command-0 smacks 100 much ol ihe miliiary.)

■

,„.„

i.'j'

Utttrk Works

/W8O ■■■ S31AMS 33S cl3d/WaO"- w

CBM/PET? SEE SKYLES ... CBM/PET?

"They laughed when I sat down

al my I*KT and immediately pro

grammed in machine language...

just as easily as writing BASIC."

Wtih Ihc new Mil.Ni, brought l'i ><iu frum hnglind hi Sk>lc5

■Ik lUffjHM l*n|ua^ iwrnptrr BOM :■■*■: pin ) .■ lull bovd \ ^.' iSMOtor

IVMki,M.iips,li',',rrr ^Kf-tJ "ifH ■ t I1! I (.rr iil iir tr*.1, '
..Ln"iir J. 41 r i ■ m i I .i .ii' . ' ,1'urx I Vi Jn.n nj ■mi ihiu' h.t qjLr r;

*"l I ' *n'M*llJl|.rfl.*l Jjrlk.lu.r., fS." At [*H.ln. h'ihI k> Ik^lp WlTHI
[rA ■ ■ <.r.(*».,. t nihl I

'■ I N ■■! ■! r-,L T-ilh( [-in mUlUHl ir.JuJnl btl| ■* llw VHUVI -' ' '

_••« > . .".■ l..,,.,r I>v,it,,.| lw I,,,- \ tnrolhil > «-«ldllRI

*tk^|n ViLr.. HKUirlM|lltl .■*fmNk' SM 1*1

***nfi*t ami trout/hut a s-i I j-u.U^ SJ.*n ICttrept '*i-.^1IU«i

•■Vxirs I Ittlrlc Wnrkt >»• tuna ,.],„: njitainn
IIII «h.n Uu.,| <llal, i:;.M, |tKtW ,,|,, „

Illnrol. )*H1 [.jl,r,.!ii,i ,"Jrn siaK call Hill

TiPS

Two Tape and Disk File Hints

By Elizabeth Deal

Buttons Up, Please

Children, cats, and confused program

mers can sometimes mangle the opera

tion of the best program. One needs

to provide some protection in such

programs. This article will describe

a way that will make tape input and

output a bit safer.

When you plan to read previously

written records from tape, a program

usually instructs to PRESS PLAY ON

TAPf; #1. But what if you liave just

rewound the tape and left the rewind

button down? Nothing will be read.

What if play and record bullons are

down? The tape will get scratched.

This type of thing docs not happen

often. But it is a good idea to prevent

such mishaps. It's quick and simple.

All it takes is a check to see if the

tape recorder buttons are up or down

before permitting any planned tape

activity within a program.

The program I will describe docs

just that. Its main section, lines

140-400. contains "write tape" and a

"read tape" segments. Before be

ginning either one we'll check it' the

buttons are up by use of a short

routine in lines 460-470. This sub

routine checks the value in memory

location 24() (for tape #2 we check

location 250). It" Ihe value is zero.

Pet detects that all buttons are up and

the program can go on. Otherwise

the program wails for the user to

make a concious evaluation of what

is supposed to he done. The user

signals being ready by pressing the

RliTlRN key to continue work.

Close Files

A somewhat related issue is one oi'

closing files. What if you run out of

tape during a recording? What if

someone moves the recorder buttons

up? What if you are writing both tape

and disk records? What if you are

reading tape and copying records to

disk by PR1NT#2O,VS in line 365 and

something happens that stops the

program? This could happen many

times during the program development

stage.

Comparatively little damage is done to

the tape. At worst, one file is incom

plete and not closed. It has no effect

on other files on the same tape in the

event that such exist. It could be an

entirely different story with disk. If a

file is not properly closed by the pro

gram or the user in direct mode, you

might lose access to all files on the

disk. It is unlikely, but as I study

Commodore's disk book, specifically

the section on pointers, 1 think it

could happen.

Perhaps we can prevent trouble. I

propose use of lines 490-520 as a

possible solution. I am not 100% sure

that the solution covers all pitfalls nor

that it is. in fact, a 100% solution.

Thus, it is submitted for discussion.

What I am trying to do is to have the

PUT forget that tape file was ever

opened, simply by killing it. No need

to try to close it - there is no room

on the tape, or the tape buttons have

been moved up and the tape useless

anyway. Killing the file just eliminates

it from PET's list of open files. This

is done in line 500.

The disk part seems a bil more com

plicated. An unclosed read-file is no

problem, hut a writo-file must be

closed. Instead of looking for file

numbers in some big program, I am

trying to have the PliT do the work.

After eliminating tape file from

existence, the PET scans the list of

open files and closes them all, one by

one. This is done in line 5 10 and seems

to work for me.
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Commodore is compiling

a list of software written

for our computers, If you

have software you would

like to have included in

this listing please submit

the following for review:

■ copy of program on

disk or tape

■ documentation de

scribing purpose and

utility of the program

■ specify equipment

necessary for program

operation

■ information on price of

program and where

the program can be

purchased

Please submit this infor

mation to:

SOFTWARE Committee

Commodore Business

Machines

681 Moore Rd.

King of Prussia, PA 19406

[f ;t program is stopped by a STOP key

during any inpui/output activity or an

error condition within the program,

the files can be closed by direct com

mand. G0T05 10. This or another ver

sion of this procedure ought to do the

job 100%.

This program should work in the up

grade and 4.0 ROMs. I am unable to

confirm a "how many files open" loca

tion for the original ROMs. It is need

ed for variable Fl. The parameters for

line 150 seem to be:

T1=519:T2=52O:F1=6IO:F2=239.

REFERENCES:

(1) Jim Butterfield, Basic 4.0 Memory

Map. COMPUTE!, Nov-Dec. 1980, #7

(2) Nick Hampshire, Pet Revealed -

distr. by Commodore.

© 1981 ELIZABETH DEAL

Elizabeth Deal is a Malvern, Pa. -based

free-lance wriier whose work frequent

ly appears in COMPUTE!. ■

1 r"*i7i DCM—— , , « _ __ .^ __ ~_ _,MW^_^.
-L *_' v ™. l_ I i

110 REM TRPE FILE DEMONSTRATION

120 REM UPGRRDE RND 4.0

140

150

160

170

1 50

190

2y0

210

220

230

240

260

270

2S0

290

31 e

320

33©

340

i@

360

370

338

390

400

410

420

430

440

45G

460

47©

430

490

500

520

530

READ1

T1=249:T2-250:F1=174 :F2=210 :F3=593

Pl = l :P2=1 :P3=1 :NF*="BUTTONS"

G0SUB460 :0PEHP1 , F 2, P3 , HF*

REM WRITE 20 RECORDS ON TRPE...

FOR-T=1TO20

V*="RECORD #"+STRt(J)

PR INTttP1,V* : PRINTV*

NEXTJaCLOSER1

REN ..HMD RERD BRCK TO END OF FILE

REN WITHOUT USING LOOP

REN LOOP CRN BE USED IF VOU KNOW

REN NUMBER OF RECORDS VOU WROTE

PRINT"REWIND TRPE":OOSUB420

PI=2:P3=0

QOSUB460 : OPENPI,P2,P3,NF*

GOSUB490 : INPUT#P1.. V* :S=ST :PRINTV*

IFS<_>6 4G0T0369

CLOSEP1

END

F0RJ=9T09:GETR*:NEXT:PRINT"PRESS

RETURN* WHEN RERDV"

GETR*; IFR#OCHR*<13>QOTO430

RETURN
C'CM ,
i\li i ■

IFPEEK':T1>O'0THENPRINT:PRINT"TRPE

^BUTTONS UPS, PLERSE":GOSUB420:GOTO460

RETURN

C" C M — _ ,
f: til

IFPEEK<TOO0THENRETURN

POKEF3+PEEK<F1>-1 .,255:POKEF1 ^PEEKCFl >-l

FORF5=PEEKCF1>-lT09STEP-l:CLOSE<PEEK<F3+F55

bP0KEF3+F3,253sNEXTiPOKEF2,0

PRINT"***BIG MESS.- CLOSED RLL FILES+**" :END
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The Relative Record File System

Reprinted from the "TRANSACTOR"

by Karl Hildon

Built in to the new DOS 2.0 is a Tiling

system known as The Relative Record

System. It's called Relative Record

because each record is relative to

another.

When a relative file (type REL on

directory) is created, each record will

have the same byte length. The length

of the records are chosen by the

user and can be any length between

1 and 254. No bytes are wasted

which means, in most cases, records

will span sector boundaries.

Essentially, a REL file is like an

SEQ file with entry points. These

entry points are stored in "side

sectors" which take up space on the

disk, but are transparent to the user.

Each side sector can handle up to

30K. with a maximum of 6 side sec

tors. This limits REL files to 180K.

but since 2040 diskettes are 170K.

a REL file could use up the whole

disk. The 180K limit also applies to

the 8050. The speed of the system

is incredible; maximum 3 clock

reads to access any record, regardless

of the file size. A maximum of three

REL files can be open on the disk

simultaneously provided no other

files are open.

The command set associated with

REL files is:

DOPEN#

RECORD*

INPUT#

GET#

DCLOSE#

REL files can be COPYed. SCRATCII-

cd, RENAMEcl, etc.. just like any

other file. Treat them no differently

than any other file, but with the same

amount of respect. REL files must be

DOPEd and DCLOSEd properly, using

JULY, 1981

ST and DS/DSS for file status interro

gation.

Example Set-Up

First you must decide how many bytes

maximum your information wi]l need.

This will be the number of bytes maxi

mum per field plus one byte for a

carriage return at the end of each

field. You could save on bytes by not

using carriage returns but then you

must know how to split up the record

into fields using MIDS upon retrieval.

Once again, no more than 80 charac

ters without a carriage return.

Once you've chosen a length or record

size, put it in a variable, say RS.

Choose a logical file number, a file

name and a drive and:

DOPEN^6. "Filename1, DO, L (RS)

You can write or read a REL file once

opened. When DOPENing for the first

lime, the record size (RS) must be

specified. After that, the length need

not be given. If it is. it must be the

same as before, or else a disk error will

occur and the disk will abort the

open attempt.

On creating the file, the disk proceeds

to build records in disk RAM. These

will be empty until you fill them

with data. An empty record starts

with CHRS(255) followed by RS-I

CURS(0)'s. (see note I)

You are now ready to store data. The

DOPEN automatically positions to

record number 1. After a PR1NT#,

the DOS will position to record 2.

This means that placing multiple

strings into a single record must be

done using one PRINT# statement,

or else the strings will go into succes

sive record numbers. Assuming R$=

CHR$(I3). . .

Z. commodore

DO 100PRINT#6, "HELLO"R;

AS:RS.BS:RS;X%;RS;

DON'T 100PRINT#6. "HELLO'"R$;

110PRINT#6.AS;RS:

120PRINT#6,BS;RS;

130PRINT#6,X%;RS;

This would puf'HELLC in record

#1, AS in record #2, BS in record #3

and X/o in record #4.

This could be a drawback, especially

if your variables are in an array and

you wish to use a loop to output all to

the same record #. This brings us to

the RECORD# command.

RECORD#LF.(RRJ,(PN)

RECORDS tells the file (LF) to posi

tion to record number RR at byte

position PN within the record. The

variable PN can be from 1 to 254.

Variables in the RECORDS command

must be enclosed in brackets. Output

using a loop might look like:

" 100PN=l
110 FOR J=l TONF

120RECORD#6.(RR), (PN)

130PR!NT#6. FLS(J),RS;

140 PN=PN+LEN (FLS(J))+1 ;+l

for carriage return

150 NEXT

;NF=number of fields

The ";RS;" in line 130 could be left

off since this would be handled by

BASIC.

Another method would be to concate

nate the fields into one string and

output:

100 FLS=-L"

I 10FORJ=I TONF

110FLS = FLS+FL$(J)+RS

120 NEXT

130PRINT#6,FLS
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Remember. . .strings in memory can

be maximum length of 255. Maximum

REL record length is 254. If you print

a string to a REL record that is longer

than the record length, an OVER

FLOWING RECORD error will occur

in the error channel. But, the first RS

characters of the string will make it

into the record; the rest will be lost.

Should this happen, there probably

won't be a carriage return at the end

of the record. That doesn't matter.

You will still be able to retrieve this

data. As a matter of fact, carriage

returns are not necessary at the end

q[' a record, even if the data doesn't

fill the record! "But why'.', you ask. . .

REL Record Retrieval

As mentioned earlier, an empty record

starts with CHRSC255) followed by

RS-1 CHRS(0)'s. This is done by the

DOS. Let's say our record size is 50. If

we take the characters II, E. L. L, and

O. and send them into REL REC #1

starling at position 1 without a carriage

return, (i.e. PRINT#6/-HELLO';) the

DOS would do as it's told and put

"HELLO" into REL REC #1 with

no carriage return. Not too surprising.

However, once that's done, the DOS

proceeds to "pad" the remainder

of the record with CHRS(0)'s; in this

case 45 of them. The DOS is now

positioned at REL REC #2.

Now let's say we position back to

REL REC #1 with RECORDS. I

command. The INPUT# command

stops on carriage return or EOI. ST

is set to 64 on EOI, otherwise ST=0.

(see note 2 for details)

If we now execute an INPUTS the

DOS sends the H. E, L. L. and 0.

Bui when the DOS sees the CHRS(O)

it also sends EOI which isjusi as good

as a carriage return. ST is set to 64

and the DOS positions automatically

to the next record; REL REC #2.

The DOS would also send EOI if the

character being sent was from the last

position in the record. In this case the

record is not full, but this means

that the character in the last position

doesn't have to be a CHRS{J3). You

can save one byte per record this way.

For 2500 records that's almost 10

full blocks!

Back to our example. INPUTS termi

nated when the DOS saw CIIRS(O)

and sent EOI. This has further ramifi

cations. Suppose you were to execute

someihing like:

100 RECORDS, 1, I

110 PRINTS. ■■HELLO"; or

"HELLO'";RS;

120 RECORDS. 1.20

I3OPRINT#6,'*JIM";

there would be CHRS(0)"s left in

between "HELLO" and "JIM". 'JIM"

would be lost forever to INPUT =.

unless you position back to it using

RECORD* before INPUT#ing. Other

wise, only GET— could get it back.

The DOS does not send EOI with

CHRS(0) when using GETt=.

Therefore, if you're anticipating

blanks between data, or blank fields

representing no data, it's best to con

struct the record in RAM first using

spaces as field padding. Remember

though, leading spaces will PRINT#

io the disk, but INPUT# (as with

INPUT) ignores them. Leading spaces

include spaces immediately following

a carriage return within a record.

Pri mover

Recall that the 1'RINT^ command

>,ends the characters inlo ihe record

and then pads lo (he end of the record

with CHRS(0)'s. This can be hazard

ous, especially if valid data exists

beyond the data being sent into the

record. This data would be wiped

out with zeros. One more reason why

you should construct the record in

RAM first. You could get around this

by pulling the new data into the disk

buffer with a "Memory-Wriie" routine,

but that's fairly advanced and we

won't cover that here.

End of File Detection

The following routine could be used lo

read the entire contents oi' REL file:

lODOPEN^/'FlLENAME"

20 INPUTS.AS

30 PRINT AS

40 IF DS-50THEN DCLOSED

:END

50 GOTO 20

On DOPENing, the file positions to

record I and automatically positions

to successive records after INPUT#ing

each record's valid data. This would

continue until reaching a record that

hasn't yet been formatted. DS/DSS

would read 50. RECORD NOT PRE

SENT. But the last record used isn't

necessarily the last record formatted

{see note I). Storing the number of

the last record used would lake care

of that. Give it a SEQ file ol' its own

and update it every time it changes

using "("" write with replace. Empty

files start with CHR$(25S). This

gets done by the DOS initially, but

if a record DELETE is done, this

"empty" flag should be replaced (i.e.

PRlNT#If, CHRS1255) ). This avail

able file space can be detected for

future use.

One Minor Gotcha

When a REL file is DOPENed for the

first time, only one sector is allocated

for data. If the file is aborted (i.e.

no DCLOSE, DIRECTORY display,

reset, etc.) before the DOS allocates

a second data sector, the side sector

information doesn't get written to

the disk. The second data sector

allocation forces the side sector onto

the disk, but DCLOSing properly will

always prevent this.

To be absolutely sure, although it is

probably unnecessary, the following

routine could be used:

50000 DOPEN^lf. "FILE

NAME'.DO.L(RS)

50010 RECORDS f. (INT

(254/RS)+l

50020 PRINT#I f. CHRS (255);

50030 DCLOSL:^lf

50040 RETURN

The fix actually defeats its own pur

pose as the file is properly DCLOSED

in line 50030!

This would only have to be done once

and your file is ready for I/O. Once

j^ain, the record size (RS) need only

he given in the very first DOPEN.

NOTE 1

When a REL file is created, the DOS

goes looking for some RAM to use in

side the disk unit: a 256 byte buffer.

The first two bytes are used to store

the track and sector numbers of the

next sector in the REL file just like

SEQ files. The remaining 254 bytes

are for record space, hence the 254

byte maximum record size. At this
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point the DOS fills the record space

with CURS (0)'s and puts a CHRS

(255) ""marker" in the first byte of

each record. This byte would be a

multiple of the record size. If the re

cord size were 50, there would be

CHRS (255) at bytes 2. 52, 102,

152, 202. and 252 (offset by 2 due

to track & sector bytes at 0 and 1).

It REL REC #] were currently being

written to or read from, you could

proceed to read or write REL RECs

2, 3, 4. and 5 without any mechani

cal disk activity. Requesting record

#6 (i.e. RECORD#lf, 6. I) would

return an error #50, RECORD NOT

PRESENT BECAUSE DISK, space for

a 6th record hasn't yet been formatted.

But 5 records don't fill the buffer

completely; there are still 4 bytes

left (252-255). These belong to record

#6. The next PRINT# would start

putting characters into these 4 bytes,

at which point the DOS would find

another available sector, stick its

co-ordinates into bytes 0 and 1, and

write the buffer contents onto the

diskette. Now the buffer is re-formatted

with the first 46 bytes of the record

space belonging to record -6. A

DCLOSE would write the rest of the

data to disk. Requesting record

-3000 would force the DOS to format

all records in between before allowing

access to the record.

NOTE 2

1. INPUT# continues to input charac

ters from the disk until it sees a

carriage return (, comma or a colon

but we'll ignore these here). The next

line of your program should be a

check of ST. If there is more data,

ST will be ); if note. ST will be 64.

2. INPUT#■ also terminates on receiv

ing EOI (lind Or Identity). EO1 has a

line of it's own on the IEEE bus.

1NPUT# checks the line. If it turns

on, then no matter what character

INPUT# has just received, inputting

slops and ST is set to 64.

That all sounds like a lot but it really

isn't. The Relative Record System is

really quite easy to work. Being new,

it'll take some getting used to. Once

you're storing data in REL RECS.

you'll hate m think how you did it

any other way! ■

ftcommodore
Over 500

Software Packages

For Your CBM/PET

Suggested Retail Price

S4.95

The Commodore Software Encyclopedia is an

indespensible guide to software available for

use on CBM/PET Equipment.

This 150 page encyclopedia describes over 500

software packages, prices and vendors through

which they are available.

For ease of reference the material has been

divided into ten sections:

• HARDWARE

•BUSINESS

•WORD PROCESSORS

• UTILITIES

• ENGINEERING AIDS

• PERSONAL AIDS

•GAMES

• EDUCATION

• DIRECTORYOFSOFTWARE

VENDORS

• PROGRAM INDEX

The Commodore Software Encyclopedia is

available through your local dealers.

ATTENTION VENDORS &

PROGRAMMERS

If you have developed software that will run

on CBM/PET Equipment and would like to

have it included in our next edition please

send information to:

Software Encyclopedia

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

681 Moore Road

King of Prussia, PA 19406
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Do more with your Commodore

Plug in the printer that

business professionals prefer.

Discover the quality difference and move up to Mannesmann Tally

printing. The high speed 8024 serial printer comes ready to plug into

and work with yourCommodore system. No fussing with convertors

or adapter boxes.

Here's what you get. Print speeds up to 200 lines per minute. Full

132 column printing. Conforms with Commodore specified program

functions for full software compatibility. Whisper quiet operation.

Clean, crisp and pleasing print quality that's always consistent copy

to copy. Rugged, industrial strength construction. A print head that

promises years of usage before replacement. A machine you can

drive as hard as you want, yet it never requires preventive mainte

nance. Never needs periodic adjustments.

There's more. An easy to change, snap-in ribbon cartridge. Dual

tractor paper engagement for positive alignment. A built-in self-test

routine. Double wide printing on demand. A nine-needle print head

model for true descenders on lower case characters. An optional

Quick-Tear kit for forms removal immediately after printing. See this

machine for yourself.

Ask for the Model 8024 at your nearest Commodore dealer or

contact us.

Mannesmann Tally, 8301 S. 180th St. Kent, WA 98031. Phone:

{206)251-5524.

MANNESMANN

TALLY
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PET
Interfacing

JULY, 1981

PET Interfacing

by James M. Downey &

Steven M. Rogers

Publisher: Howard W. Sams

& Co., Inc.

Price: $16.95

This book is directed to PETjCBM

users who want to expand their

system by interfacing devices to the

user port, memory expansion port

and/or the IEBB-488 port.

PET Interfacing gives you a better

idea of how specialized interfaces

can be built for use on PET/CBM

computers. The three types of inter

facing discussed are the user port,

the memory expansion port and

the IEEE-488 port: each having a

specific use. Construction of several

breadhoarded interfaces are outlined

and many experiments are suggested

for you to learn more about control

signals and input/output program-

You should have a good understanding

of Commodore BASIC (bit-oriented

operations especially) and he able to

read simple schematic diagrams before

trying to build these interfaces. To get

the most out of the book you should

also be familiar with the wire-wrap

breadboard construction techniques

z commodore

and you should have some understand

ing of the functions of the SN7400

(or equivalent) family of digital elec

tronic components. Although all pro

gramming examples in the book are

written in BASIC. Assembler language

programmers will be able to convert

the example programs to achieve the

operating speeds necessary for con

trolling high-speed devices.

The introductory chapter is painfully

elementary compared to the rest of

the book; we are told about bits and

bytes, the difference between RAM

and ROM and about the ASCII charac

ter set. The space devoted to this

could have been better used to present

information on integrated circuits

used in the experiments and on tools

and construction techniques.

Chapter 2 guides you through building

the breadboard for the user port ex

periments, wiring and checking out the

on-board logic probe. The instructions

for building these circuits are clear

and complete with one notable excep

tion - no parts list. In fact, only one

or two experiments in the whole book

include a list of required parts. It

seems a shame to make people wade

thru a whole chapter of text to find

ali the bits and pieces needed lor an

experiment.

Several interfacing experiments with

the user port are covered in chapter 3.

Here the authors really start getting

down to cases and you may have some

difficulty with this (and later) chapter

if you cannot lead the schematics

provided. First, a parallel output port

is built and some BASIC program

examples are given to illustrate soft

ware control of the port. Then hand

shaking control lines are added and

mote BASIC programming examples

given. Next, a similar procedure is

followed to build a parallel input

port- Serial I/O using the 0522 VIA

shift register is also covered in this

chapter. Finally, schematics and some

guidelines are presented for construc

tion of a dual-chunnel digital-to-ana

log interface and a 16-channel. 8-bit

analog-to-digital interface.

Chapters 4 and 5 provide some back

ground information on the memory
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BookReview

expansion port and on address de

coding in the PET, then outline con

struction of an I/O breadboard for

experiments with the memory ex

pansion purl. Chapter 6 guides you

thru adding address decoders, an

input port and an output port to the

breadboard. Again the authors make

liberal use of BASIC program ex

amples to illustrate control oi~ these

interfaces. Advanced topics such as

I/O ports with more than eight bits

and use of the 6520 Peripheral Adapt

er are also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 7 presents some handy inter

facing hints and kinks. These include

an interface for inputting 3-Vi digits o\"

binary-coded decimal data from a digi

tal volt-meter. BASIC programming

examples for controlling an X-Y

plotter and some notes and circuits

for interfacing to high-power non-TTL

devices.

The last chapter covers interfacing to

the PET IEEE port. The IEEE bus

signals are defined and differences

between the PET's IEEE usage and the

true [EEE-488 standard are discussed.

The input/output sequences of com

mands/data on the IEEE port are

described in detail - down to the

high/low state of each control or

data line. The PET IEEE listener/talk

er sequences are described and now-

charted. The first of two experiments

in this chapter presents schematics and

helping hints to build an IEEE inter

face to a 300 baud serial printer using

either RS-232 or 20 ma. current loop.

The final project presented in PET

Interfacing is "an advanced construc

tion project designed for those who

want to interface custom-designed

hardware to the PET through the

IEEE port"' the emphasis is the

authors'. Schematics and construction/

checkout notes are given for building

a micro-processor-based general-pur

pose IEEE listener/talker interface

with two parallel I/O ports available.

Expanded How-charts or the PET

IEEE listener/talker sequences and an

Assembly listing of the device handler

code resident in the listener/talker are

given in appendices.

The bottom line. . .is this book worth

the price? If you are experienced at

building kits using digital components

(not me. I still mess up Heathkit

alarm clocks) then the answer is

definitely yes! The lime saved in de

signing a specialized interface could be.

substantial. Even if you don't plan on

building the experiments outlined in

PET Interfacing, the author's descrip

tions of the user port and IEEE port

operations are almost enough by

themselves- ■

Dave Middleton

The Commodore Interface

is seeking features for

use in upcoming issues.

If you have developed

a program, game or

an application that

would be of interest

to our readers

please submit this to:

EDITOR

Commodore Interface

681 Moore Rd.

King of Prussia, PA 19406
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POWER

POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.

POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K

ROM} that contains a series of new commands and

utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC

user, POWER contains special editing, programming,

and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond

the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement

keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and

text searching functions are added to help ease pro

gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN

produce previous and next lines of source code.

COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can

be displayed on the screen and scrolled in eitherdirec-

tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional

Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road

Needham, MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579 49



THE LASTWORD IN WORD
PROCESSING SYSTEMS.

■'■';■"■ .''"' ■■■■-■■-,■■■■

■ :
'.'

The CBM word processing system lacks absolutely

nothing. In fact, it offers features some of the big

expensive systems can't.

Take our screen. It's one of the biggest in the industry.

And what you see on the screen is exactly what

you'll get on paper.

But that's just the beginning. You can insert, delete,

indent, even move a block of text from one page

to another.

Moreover, though our system is one of the most

sophisticated, it's also very easy to operate. If you

can type, you can use the CBM.

And you can use it as a computer too. Because when

it's finished with words, it's ready for numbers. The

CBM can help your business with everything from

accounts payable to inventory control.

The smartest thing the CBM does is save you money

when you buy it. No other system offers so much

for such a low price.

The Commodore CBM.

In a word, the best word processing system in
thebusness



The Commodore Interface (for

merly the Commodore News

letter of the PET users club)

provides a vehicle for sharing

current information, ideas, pro

gramming techniques, hardware

interfacing, and cost effective

applications relating to the Com

modore PET/CBM/VIC compu

ters, between owners, users and

the manufacturer.

The Newsletter contains new

product news, details on current

software, time saving tips on

programming, product literature

reviews, suggestions for educa

tional uses and other informa

tion of interest to Commodore

computer users.

Members are encouraged to

submit articles for publication

in the Newsletter.

The Commodore Interface is

published 6 times a year by

Commodore Business Machines,

Inc. The subscription fee is

S15.00 for 6 issues within the

United States and its possessions

and S25.00 for Canada and

Mexico.
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Reader Questionnaire

We hope you enjoy this issue of the Commodore Interface. We'd like to know more about
our subscriber base so that future articles contain the kind of information you would like to
read. Please help us by filling in this card. We welcome any articles you would like to submit.

Name.

Business Phone number

Address

City State Zip.

Type of Business . Equipment

Software

Suggestions for Articles

Comments/Questions

3 I would like to participate in a user application article

Type of application

ATTENTION PROGRAMMERS: Commodore is seeking software packages. If you have

software you would like to submit for evaluation please send it to the address on this

card. Attention: Software Committee.
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Seewhat happened

whenwe put a

Commodore
business computer

in the same room

with an Apple.

Commodore ate the Apple.

It looked like an even

match. Just about the same

memory. Same intelligence.

Same business features.

But then the Commodore

CBM™ ate Apple® alive, at a

savings of $2,425. * And

when the CBM packed those

features into three space-

saving components—versus

Apple's space-consuming ten

—it was clear that the Apple

was eaten.

Compare for yourself.

For the Commodore dealer

nearest you, call 1-800-523-5614.

The incredible Commodore

CBM. It gobbles up the fea

tures of an Apple, while it

takes a smaller bite out of

your budget.

C* commodore
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